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PREFACE

The Interim Report contained in this document deta. is the

activities performed during the first 16 months of the option

portion of the NASA HOST Contract, "Creep Fatigue Life Prediction

for Engine Hot Section Materials (Isotropic)", under Contract
NAS3-23288. The time period covered !s from June, 1984, to

September, 1985. The objective of this effort is to improve the

high te_erature crack initiation prediction technology for gas
turbine hot section components. This program is being conducted

under the direction of Dr. Gary R. Halford, who serves as the NASA

Program Manager. The Program Manager at United Technologies
Corporation was Mr. Vito _kjreno for the period from June, 1984

through March, 1985, and since that time Mr. Richard S. Nelson has

acted in that capacity. Additionally, Mr. Nelson has acted as

Co-Principal Investigator for the cumulative damage and TMF
tasks. Mr. John F. Schoendorf also serves as Co-Principal

Investigator, having oversight of the multiaxial and environmental

tasks. Dr. L. S. Lin directs the metallographic examinations of

the test material and specimens and provides interpretation of the

results. The authors would like to express gratitude to Messrs.

Francis Ashland, Napoleon Glowac, PhiIlip O. Retzer, and William

A. Murphy for their efforts in conducting the fatigue testing, to

Messrs. Gregory W. Levan and Vartkes Ajemian for their assistance

with the metallograph_c work, and to Mr. Abamilik M. Catao and Ms.

Norma C. Tufty for their efforts in preparation of the many

reports
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SECTION I.O

INTRODUCTION

The overall operating cost of the modern gas turbine engine ic greatly

influenced by the durability of combustor and turbine structural components

operating at high temperatures. Inadequate durability results in reduced

engine efficiency and increased maintenance costs due to premature repair and

replacement. To increase the durability of these components, more accurate

structural analysis and life prediction methods must be developed for

components operating at higher temperatures. However, improvements in the

state-of-the art tecnnology for elevated temperature durability prediction

have been hampered by I) the severe operating conditions of the engine, 2) the

inability of analytica] and life predict:on tools used in the design of lower

temperature components to predict complex material behavior and interaction of

damage mechanisms of co_uponents at elevated temperatures, and 3) the high cost

of engine development testing which prohibits the accumulation of adequate

failure data and local operating conditions required for the systematic

development and calibration of durability prediction models.

Traditionally, component durability associated with fatigue cracking has been

attributed to separate crack initiation and crack propagation p _cesses.

Current cyclic crack initiation prediction methodology is based on correlative

fatigue models generally developed to address a specific component or loading

configuration. These prediction models are directly calibrated to

_klcroscopically observable and predictable quantities (strain range, mean

stress, etc.) and do not address the specific mechanisms associated with the

initiation process. This approach has been successfu_ at lower temperatures

but its applicability at higher temperatures, where interaction of deformation

mechanisms and damage accumulation Is strongly temperature dependert, has not

been establlshed. This is particularly true for the higher strength isotropic

alloys used in gas turbine hot section structures.

The NASA Hot Section Technology (HOST) program is aimed at develooing improved

life prediction technoiocy For structures operating at elevated temperatures.

As part of HOST, the pT'esent program will investigate fundamental approaches

to high temperature crack initiation life prediction, identify modeling

strategies and develop specific models For component relevant loading

conditions. The program is a 5-year, 2-part effort (2-year base program plus a

3 year optional program) that will consider two isotropic hot section

_terials and protective coating systems. Under the base program, various life

predlctlon approaches for high temperature applica_:ions have been investigated

and basic models for simple cycle, isothermal loading conditions selected and

developed. Models that address thermomechanical cycling, multiaxial

conditions, cumulative loading, environmental effects and cyclic mean stress

will be developed under the optional program. These models will be verified cn
an alternate material.
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SECTION 2.0

SUMMARY

-e,

This report details the activities performed during the first 15 months of the
option portion of NASA HOST contract NAS3-23288, "Creep Fatigue Life

Prediction for Engine Hot Section M&terials (Isotropic)", which covers the
period from June, 1984, to September, 19Bf. The specific areas covered include

the Following tasks:

Task IIIC - Verification Experiments <Base Program)

Task V - Thermomechanical Cycling Model
Task VI - Multiaxial Stress State Model

Task VII - Cumulative Loading Model

Task VIII - Screening of Potential Environmental and Protective Coating
Models

Task IX - Environmental Attack Model

The Following information within this section highlights _he important results

oOtained under the various tasks which were active during this reporting
period. Details of the technical progress under each task is given in Sections
4-9. A brief review of the base program activities <covering the time period

of June, 1982, through May, 1984) is given in Section 3.

The major results of Task IIIC, Verificatien Experiments (Base Program) are as
follows:

I . A total of 18 additional isothermal specimen tests were completed at

various conditions which complemented but generally did not duplicate
conditions run during the base program. These tests examined the effects
of conditions such as one-way strain holds, extended hold times, R-ratio

at low strain rates and high temperature, load control, and unpolished
surfaces.

. Life predictions were completed for each of the specimen tests under this

task using the Cyclic Damage Accumulation model and its associated
constants developed during the base program. In most cases, very good

agreement was seen between the experimental data and the analytical
predictions.

3. Certain hold test conditions were somewhat overpredicted, indicating the
need for a revised time dependent term in the basic CDA equation.

The effects of elimination of the pre-test electropolishing of the
specimen gage surface were judged to have a minimal effect on specimen
initiation life.

®



S° As expected, the load controlled tests showed initiation lives which were

similar to those of strain controlled tests at the same load range. The
separation lives of the load controIL asts were shorter, however, due
to their more rapid propagation.

. One-way strain cycling tests at I8OO°F produced lives that were

essentially the same as those of specimens run under fully reversed strain
cycles. This was clearly due to the rapid relaxation of the mean stresses
at these conditions.

° Load controlled tests cycled one-way into compression produced the same
kind of dislocation structure seen after one-way tension cycling. However,

the compression tests did not cause Fatigue cracks: instead, specimen
failure was due to creep buckling.

The major results of Task V, Thermomechanical Cycling Model, are as follows:

I . A total of 30 thermomechanical fatigue (TMF) tests were completed during

this period. The important variables explored were strain range, strain
ratio, temperature range, and cycle type.

° Strain range had the most important effect on specimen life, and the
effects of other variables were shown to depend on the strain range being
tested. For example, at higher strain ranges the out-of-phase cycling

resulted in a higher life than in-phase cycling, but at lower strain
ranges the effect was reversed.

. Cycle type was also shown to be very important. This demonstrates the
clear need for a life model which can account for the effect of cycle path

implicltly in its formulation rather than merely having many sets of
constants for various cycle types.

A "dogleg" cycle test was developed, having a rapid (6 second) strain

cycle at either the high or the low temperature end of the temperature
cycle and the strain being held constant for the remainder of the cycle.
This represented an effort to produce conditions more like those seen

during isothermal testing. However, the test results revealed that this
cycle was just as complex as other TMF cycles, and the results could not
be inferred from the isothermal data.

5. Maximum cycle temperature was seen to have a more important effect than
minimum temperature for the conditions tested.

, Multiple (and sometimes competing) damage modes were shown to be the cause
of the unusual life data from the various test conditions. This emphasizes

the need for the final life prediction code to be able to determine
exactly which mode of damage will be caused by a given loading history of
a component.

41
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, A new type of specimen was utilized after the initial series of tests. The
first group of specimens had interna) extensometry of the type pione red

by Pratt & Whitney many years ago. The new specimens are designed for use
with external extensometers like those used for the base program
isotherma] tests and can therefore be made without internal ridges. This

decreases specimen cost and eliminates distortion caused by the ridges.

, Initial life predictions were completed for TMF tests using the current

form of the CDA model. The out-of-phase tests were predicted reasonably
well, but the trend of the in-phase test data was opposite to their

predictions.

g. An incremental form of the CDA life prediction model has been formulated

and is under evaluation for use in TMF life predictions.

The major results of Task Vl, Multlaxlal Stress State Model, are as follows:

. A literature review was conducted to identify state-of-the-art multiaxial

llfe prediction models. Their potential for use in predicting the

multiaxial effects in hot section components of gas turbine engines was
assessed.

2. Several modifications were made to improve the test facility and increase

its high temperature capability to the required level.

. Twenty-eight thin-wailed tubular specimens, designed to accommodate the

directly attached exten_ometer, were fabricated from hollow core bars cast
from B1900+Hf material.

. The specimen material was examined to characterize its microstructure with

respect to gamma prime size, porosity distribution, grain size, and

casting defects (if any).

. A multlaxlal fatigue test matrix utilizing twenty-six specimens was

established to provide crack initiation data for life prediction model

development.

. Four multiaxlal fatigue specimen tests were completed using four different

strain cycles; simple tension, simple torsion, combined tension-torsion

in-phase and combined tension-torsion go ° out-of-phase. Fatigue cracks

were observed to initiate and grow on planes perpendicular to the maximum

normal strain under all loading conditions.

, Fracture surfaces were metallographically examined to characterize the

crack initiation sites. Dross was found at the initiation site of one of

the specimens which may have caused premature cracking.

8. The remaining untested specimens weft inspected using X-ray, fluorescent

penetrant and visual procedures and were found to be adequate.

9. Several parameters based on strain or plastic work quantities were used

with limited success to correlate the specimen test data.
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The major results of Task VII, Cumulative Loading Model, are as follows:

I . A total of 50 cumulative damage tests were completed during the reporting

period, including 30 block tests, 9 sequenced tests, and II interrupted
tests.

. The block temperature tests showed very little interaction between damage
_ccumulated at low and high temperatures. Apparently the damage was

accumulated in t_ different places; primarily in the grains at lO00°F and
in the carbides and grain boundaries at 1600°F.

, A non-linear version of the CDA model was developed to account for the

effects seen during these temperature block tests. It operates on a
normalized life ratio and acts as a modifier of the damage rate calculated

by the basic CDA equation.

, The block R-ratio tests demonstrated a very strong effect from performing

even a few cycles at R,O followed by cycling at R,-I. This corroborates
the data produced during the base program concerning the increased life
seen during R-O testing.

. A revised method of integrating the CDA life model was developed which
tracks a ductility ratio instead of the actual ductility. This allows the

primary creep ductility term to change during a test, as when a block of
R,O cycling Follows a block of R--I cycles.

. The block hold tests showed essentially a linear relationship for damage
accumulation, indicating .that conventional theories fully account For this

type of loading sequence.

. The sequenced strain range tests produced no interaction with the
combinations of low strain ranges, but the degree of interaction increased

as the strain ranges increased. This again verified that the Fundamental
approach of the CDA life prediction model is correct, since this behavior
would uc expected based on the effect of maximum stress on primary creep

ductility.

8. The sequenced strain rate tests were predominantly linear in their damage

accumulation and were well predicted by the current CDA model.

. The interrupted tests (both the pre-strain type and the alternating

conditions type) showed a moderate interaction, though not as much as
would be predicted by the amount of accumulated creep strain. Ibis
demonstrated the need for definition of an effective creep strain to use
in such conditions instead of the actual strains.
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The major results of Task VIII, Screening of Potential Environmental and
Protective Coating Models, are as follows-

I , A literature survey was conducted to identify current models used For the

prediction of environmental and coating effects. The models were assessed
for their suitability to predict these effects in hot section components
of gas turbine engines.

2. A methodology was developed for metallurgical review of environmentally

influenced specimens and a trial specimen was run to check the procedures.

3. Specimen test results From previously completed tasks were evaluated to
determine the extent of environmental influence in these tests.

The major results of Task IX, Environmental Attack Model, are as follows"

An environmental Fatigue test matrix utilizing twenty-seven specimens was
established to provide crack initiation data for development of an
environmental attack (oxidation) model for prediction of effects on the

creep-fatigue lifo.

2. A low pressure test chamber was designed to accommodate the environmental
Fatigue tests.

6
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SECTION 3.0

REVIEW OF PROGRESS DURING BASE PROGRAM

3.1 PURPOSE

This sec,lon is intended to provide a brief review of the progress made during
the first two years of this contract effort. This should be u_ful to persons

not familar with the early portion of this particular HOST contract and should
serve as background for the work reported on in Sections 4.0 - 9.0. In
particular, the data generated during the base program will not be repeated in

this report. If that data or other details of the base program are desired,
they may be found in the Second Annual Report (Ref. 3.]).

3.2 TASK I - MATERIAL/COATING/COMPONENT SELECTION AND ACQUISITION

Under this task, the Following materials were recon_ended and approved for use

in both the base and option portions of the program:

Base Material

Alternate Material

Coatings

= Cast BI9OO + Hf

, Wrought INCO 718
= Diffusion A1uminide

MCrA)Y Overlay

(PWA 1455)
(AMS 5663)

(PWA 273)
(PWA 286)

In the base program, a single heat of approximately 2500 pounds of BIgOO+Hf
material was obtained and fully characterized regarding composition and
microstructure in both the as-cast and the heat treated conditions. For the

fully heat treated condition, the grain size was shown to be between ASTM ]
and 2, which represents as average grain diameter of 180-250 microns

(0.OO7-O.010 in.). The average 7' size In this condition is approximately O.9
microns. The configuration of the cast test bars used for the fatigue

specimens is shown in Figure 3-I.

A total of 21 tensile tests were completed, covering the temperature range
from room temperature to IO93°C (2OOO°F). Figure 3-2 shows typical
stress-strain response curves for the standard strain rate of O.OO5 min-'

Also, a total of 19 specimens were creep tested at temperatures between 649°C
(12OO°F) and 982°C (18OO°F). Both actual test data and post-test metallurgical

examinations of these monotonic specimen tests were used to understand the
deformation mechanisms active at various temperatures for this material.

i
All base program fatigue tests were conducted in closed loop servohydraulic
test rigs with induction heating of the specimen. For the majority of these
tests, the specimen used was the constant diameter, solid, ridgeless design

shown in Figure 3-3. This specimen was referred to as "Type C" and was
designed to work well with external extensometry. It was shown to provide data
consistent with that produced by ridged specimens but without the notch

Failures often associated with the ridges. Specimen preparation was by
centerless grinding, and a light electropolish Finish was used to eliminate

any residual surface stresses and stray machining marks.

i
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A total of g9 isothermal fatigue tests were conducted during the base program

covering the temperature range from 538°C (lO00°F) to g82°C (1800°F), with the
bulk of the tests being run at 871°C (1600°F). The additional variables
studied included strain range, ratio, and rate, as well as hold time effects.

For each specimen, a crack initiation life was determined using the results of
surface replicas taken during tests conducted at similar conditions. The

definition of initiation was chosen to be the generation of a 0.76 mm (0.030
in.) surface length crack. This surface length corresponds to a crack depth of
about 1-2 grain diameters and hence should represent the point at which the

crack may be considered to be propagating in an isotropic medium.

Many specimens were examined metallographically using optical, SEM, and TEM
techniques to determine failure sites, crack paths, and dislocation networks.

No statistically significant difference could be seen between failures which
originated at porosity and those which originated at carbides. The initiation

and propagation _x)des (transgranular or intergranular) were shown to De a
function of both temperature and strain rate. Figure 3-4 shows that there is a

greater tendency tow_ rd intergranular behavior as temDerature increases and
strain rate decreases. The appearance of the dislocation networks created by
various loading conditions suggested that the maximum stress achieved during

the initial cycling was very important to the subsequent Fatigue capability of
the material.

3.3 TASK II - SCREENING OF CANDIDATE LIFE PREDICTION APPROACHES

Six candidate life prediction approaches were evaluated during this task.
including the following:

I. Coffin-Hanson Model

2. Damage Rate Model (Majumdar)

3. Tensile Hysteresis Model (Ostergren)
4. Local Crack Tip Parameters (CTOD as f(J integral): LEFM)
5. Total Strainrange Partitioning (Halford et al)

6. Ductility Exhaustion Models (Spaeth et aI: Chaboche)

Each of these models was evaluated relative to the others using a ranking
procedure which considered four criteria. These included the testing required

to determine model constants, regression and prediction capability,
fundamental basis for the model, and the amount of judgment required to apply
the model to an actual component loading cyc1_. Ultimately, none of these

candidate approaches were selected For further work. Instead, the approach and
model which develobed from the evaluation procedure represented a combination
of the best features of the various life prediction model_ considered.

i0
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3.4 TASK III - EVALUATE BEST CANDIDATE LIFE PREDICTION APPROACH

The life prediction approach which developed during the base program is called

Cyclic Damage Accumulation (CDA). One of the fundamental assumptions of the
CDA model is that the damage capability is related to the grain dislocation
structure. Determination of the grain capability must therefore include
consideration of the entire loading history of the specimen, especially the
maximum stress excursions. In particular, it was assumed that the grain cyclic

capability can be calculated From the maximum stress attained in the initial
1oadlng cycle and the amount of primary creep strain that could have been

developed if that stress level had been held constant. Figure 3-5 shows the
relationship between this maximum stress and the primary creep strain as
determined from isothermal creep tests. It was further assumed that, for

temperatures below 649°C (12OO°F) where little or no creep occurs, the grain
cyclic capability would be represented by the residual inelastic strain
(percent elongation) measured after a tensile test. The result of these two

assumptions is that grain cyclic capability varies as a function of
temperature and stress as shown in Figure 3-6.

Another feature incorporated in the CDA life model was the use of damage
ratios rather than absolute oamage levels. By plotting the available data for

cycles having either time-independent or time-dependent damage, it was
possible to arrive at tne following mathematical form of the CDA model:

dD _rT x

Ref ef A CRef]
cT AoRef_B'[_ t._ C' ]I

(3.l)

where a cycle by cycle Integra+ion is performed to accou.'t For evolution of

the hysteresis loop.

The entire model can now be written as:

_p
- / dD

Jo RRet
r 1B' r" C' _ I

(3.2)
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where:

OfT

. primary creep strain ductility

. reference cyclic damage rate

. maximum tensile stress

_ . stress range

. time (total cycle period ÷ hold times)/2

N . cycle number

R = reference condition

. exponent on stress in primary creep power law

_ . exponent on time in primary creep power law wi=t shifted

time origin

This equation was then calibrated using the baseline fatigue data and used to

generate life predictions for various verification cycles. Sensitivity studies
were also conducted to determine the effects of ratio of crack size to grain

size, definition of initiation, choice of reference condition, and data
requirements for llfe predictions. Preliminary work was also done on possible

means of using this or a similar equation to predict intergranular cracking as
well as transgranular.

13
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4.1

SECTION4.0

TASKIIIC - VERIFICATIONEXPERIMENTS<BASEPROGRAM)

EXPERIMENTALRESULTS

4.1.I General Test Matrix

The work accomplished under this ta_k was begun during the base program and
continued for several months into the current reporting period. The purpose of
these tests was to provide additional verification of the predictive

capability of the Cyclic Damage Accumulation (CDA) life prediction method
developed during Tasks II and III. Additionally, some of these tests were
designed to answer questions regarding material behavior under various unusual
conditions. A complete matrix of these tests is shown in Table 4-I, and the

details of each group of tests are given in the following discussion sections.
A detailed listing of the pertinent test data for each of the specimens tested
may be found in Appendix I.

4.1.2 Hold Time Fasts with R,O

A total of four specimens were run at 871°C (1600°F), 0.5% strain range, R=O,
10 CPM, with a one minute hold at ÷0.5_ strain. The intent of these tests was

to demonstrate the effect of a high maximum stress fatigue cycle coupled with
a slgniflcant amount of simultaneous creep damage. The median observed
initiation life was 225 cycles, which is about 6X lower than the median life

of similar hold tests conducted at R,-I. Two of the specimens were replicated

during the testing, and a plot of the data obtained is shown in Figure 4-I. It
can be seen that the cracks grew quickly at first, then slowed considerably as
the stress relaxed downward. This indicates that the higher stress experienced
during the early part of these tests apparently produces a significant amount
of damage, thus shortening the time to initiate a crack. However, because the

relaxation causes the damage rate to slow down, the overall test length is not
affected as much as the i_J,tlation llfe. Figure 4-2 shows TEM micrographs of
the dislocatlon structure of one of these specimens (8D). It can be seen that

the structure consists of short wavy segments in the gamma matrix, which is
si_i]ar to that of creep specimens examined during the base program. This
confirms that a large component of creep damage was present in these tests.

Another evidence of significant creep damage is that these specimens were
significant]y overpredlcted by the CDA model, as shown in Figure 4-3. These
tests therefore suggest the need to revise the time-dependent damage term in
the basic CDA equation.

For comparison with the R,O tension hold results, optical and SEM examinations

were completed on a R,-I compression hold specimen (12D) from the base program
tests. Figure 4-4 snows that the primary crack initiated at porosity and
propagated mostly in an intergranular mode. This indicates that such tests
also contained a measure of creep damage, and any revisions to the

tlme-dependent damage te;m will have to consider tnese specimens.

I
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Figure 4-3 CDA Life Predictions for R:O Hold Tests

A single specimen was run at 538°C (IO00°F), 0.5% strain range, R,O, 10 CPM,
with a one minute hold at zero strain. Similar conditions have been shown to

cause life debits for certain a11oys, even at temperatures at which there is

no appreclable creep. Such conditlons can cause time-dependent plasticity or

reduce the equilibrium stress which would result in n_ore damage during the
tensile strain excursion. However, the resu]ting life was essentially the same
as specimens tested at the same conditions but without the hold time imposed.

The CDA life prediction for this test is also shown in Figure 4-3, and It is
well predicted.

4.1.3 H!gh Strain Ranqe Verification Tests

The first test of this series, speclmen I08C, was conducted at BTI°C (1600°F),

0.8% strain range, R,-I, wlth a ten minute hold at ÷0.¢% strain. This

generated a much larger Inelastic strain range than had been tested
prevlousIy, thus providing addlttonal data for use |n determlntng flow
equatlons for life models such as the Total Strain - Straln Range Partltlonlng

11fe prediction nw)del (Ref. 4.1). The life was s!gniflcantly shorter than what

would be predlcted by the current CDA model, as shown tn Figure 4-5. In fact,
It should be noticed that the depression of the maxlmum stress caused by the

long hold tlme actually caused the Ilfe predictlon to be sllghtly higher than
the prediction for the basellne fully reversed tests. This serves to
underscore the need for a revlslon of the tlme-dependent damage term of the

CDA model.
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Figure 4-5 CDA Life Predictions for High Strain Range Tests
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The second test was also conducted at 87l°C (1600°F), 0.8_ strain range, but

w_th R=-Infinity. As shown in Figure 4-5, the initiation life of this test was
about twice that of the baseline fully reversed tests. The CDA prediction was

essentially the same as that for the Fully reversed conditions; revision of
the model constants for this temperature Is being investigated for improved

accuracy.

4. l.4 R-Ratlo Effects at Low Strain Rate and High Temperature

In order to explore the influence of R-ratio acting in combination with high

temperature and low strain rate, a series of three specicens was tested at
982°C (I800"F), 0.51 strain range, and I CPM (instead of the usua] ]0 CPM).

Two specimens were run with R.O, and one was tested with R=-infinity. The
Inltlatlon lives were about 3X lower than those of similar tests conducted at

R--I, but the separation lives were only slightly lower. This indicates that

considerable damage wa: done during the one-way strain excursions, even into

compression. Figure 4-6 shows the fracture surface of specimen 12B, and it can
be seen that the primary crack inltlated at a carbide and propagated inter-

granularly. The SEM mlcrographs show a secondary crack which is likewise

moving along grain boundaries. The CDA llfe predictions for these tests are
shown In Figure 4-7, along wlth the baseilne R.-] tests at these conditions.
It can be seen that the CDA predictions are in good agreement with the

observed lives, since the CDA model debits the avallabie creep ductliity by
the amount of unreversed Inelasticity generated during the initla] cycling.
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Figure 4-7 CDA Llfe Predictions for 982°C (1800°F) Slow Rate Tests

Another 982°C (1800°F) test was completed at the baseline conditions of 0.5%

strain range, R,-I, and 10 CPM. Specimen 131B was stopped after only 350
cycles, at which time it had a 0.97 mm. (0.038 in.) surface crack. Thls was

done to permit sectioning thro, Jh the primary crack origin to determine the

type of mechanisms active at this temperature. Details of the metaiIographic
examination of this specimen are given in Section 8.

4.1.5 Load Controlled Tests

Five specimens were tested under this task uslng load control to simulate hot

section components subjected to a constant load Instead of a fixed displace-

ment. These were also Intended to provide direct Information concerning the
effect of maximum stress on Fatigue life. All five were run at 871°C (1600°F)

and I0 CPM to facilltate comparison with base program test results.

The first two specimens of thls s_rles were run at 0 to +75 Ksi, which is
approximately the same as the stabillzed maximum stress of 0.5%, R-O strain

controlled tests. The Inltlatlon lives were, however, more than three times

longer than the median initiation 11fe of R,O strain controlled tests. As

expected, the propagation ilves were much shorter, confirming that maximum
stress alone Is not sufflclent for prediction of Inltlatlon ilfe since these

tests all had approximately the same maximum stress but different straln

ranges.
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Another specimen, 131C, was tested at 0 to +100 Ksl to provide data from a
test whtch ccxlblned a htgh _xlmum stress with a _K)derate strain range
(approxlnkltely 0.4"/,). This test had initiation and separattcn lives which were
more than in order of magnitude lower than the _dian lives of strain
controlled tests conducted at the same strain range but with a much lower
_aximum stress. This test showed that maximum tensile stress Is very important
for the prediction of fatigue ltfe. A preliminary TEM examination of thi_
specimen revealed multtple planar slip with heavy dislocation activity in the
ganmna region and dislocations ptltng up against gamma prime particles.

The last tvo specimens of this sertes were tested at 0 to -100 Ksi to evaluate
the effect of a nK)derate (about 0.4_) strain range with zero maximum stress.
The first such test was specimen 1310 which ran for 4000 cycles with no
vislble cracks but was stopped at that point due to the onset of creep
buckling. The specimen was already S-shaped and posed a threat to the rig
al|gnmen_ if the test was continued. TEH analysis of this specimen revealed
fairly diffuse slip activity with dislocations tangled around cooling gamma
prime particles in the gamma matrix and cutting through some of them. Th_
second spectnen, 1210, was stopped after only 400 cycles to avoid specimen
distortion associated with buckltng ()f the first test. Figure 4-8 shows the
dislocation structure From this specimen, which is radically different from
that of the first test; in fact, this structure is very similar to the slip
bands observed in the tension-only specimen (131C). Apparently the dislocation
structure of the first c_pression specimen was strongly affected by the
buckling, and the inelasticity a.;sociated with that overshadowed the effects
of the c_ression cycling.

Figure 4-9 shows CDA llfe predictions for the three tension tests from this
series, along with relevant baselii_e data From strain controlled tests. These
were produced using the current form of the nx)del, with no adjustments For
load control effects other than incorporation of the measured stress-strain
histories. The predictions are seen to be somewhat higher than the test
results, indicating that n_)re work could done to improve the abllity of the
model to york with load controlled situations.

4.1.6 Tests Usinq Unpolished Specimens

To determine the effect of the 11ght electropollsh on specimens tn this
program, txK) specimens were _ested with an as-machined surface finish. The
test conditions were considered to be sensitive to surface finish effects:
one was t_sted at 0.5£ stratn range with R-O, and the other was at 0.4_ strain
range and R=-I. The resulting unpolished specimen lives were equal to or only
sltghtly higher than the median lives of electropolished baseline specimens at
the sane conditions. Thts may reflect some _11ght beneficial effect of the
compressive surface stress which is re_ved by the electropolish. However, the
observed lives were well within the data scatter observed in the baseltne
tests, so no corrections were considered necessary for the life prediction
_deltng. Figure 4-10 shows CDA life predictions for these two specimens, and
tt Is clear tha_ they are in g_d agreement with the unpolished data.

J
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4.Z CDA LIFE PREDICTION MODEL IMPROVEMENTS

As noted in t_e previous section, there is a need to continue the developmer_t
of the CDA life prediction model as more experience is gained. Comparison with
existing creep fatigue )ire prediction models has been continuing to determine
the areas where improvements could be made (Refs. 4.2-4.5). These areas are:

(1) How the ductility of the material in question clearly influences the

manner in which damage accumulates (Ref. 4.6); (Z) The type of damage which is
occurring, especially when the temperature and strain rate are such that
intergranular failures become important (Refs. 4.7-4.8): (3) The effect of

environment since it has been shown that environmental:y assisted fatigue can
be the m_in failure nw_deunder certain conditions: this will be ,x)re fully
addressed under Task IX (Refs. 4.9-4.10). Other investigators have Found that,

even in the absence of environmental effects, there is good reason to
formulate the mode) with separate time-independent and time-dependent damage
terms (Ref. 4.|I): and (4) Statistical considerations that must be addressed

for a practical life prediction model for engineering use, perhaps based on
the distribution of grain size or other microstructural parameters (Refs.
4,12-4.13). These effects as well as those bein_ investigated in the various
option tasks shou]d be considered for incorporation into the Final form of the
CDA model.
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SECTION 5.O

TASK V - THERMOMECHANICAL CYCLING MODEL

S.l EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

S.l.l Overview of TMF Test Matrix

The purpose of this task is to simulate engine operating conditions by varying
bozh strain and temperature simultaneously. A]though the tests under this task

are more costly and complex than isothermal tests, they provide results which
can lead to an increased understanding of the damage mechanisms of actual

components. These tests characterized the influence of cycle type, strain
range, R-ratio, and temperature range. Table 5-I shows a matrix of 30 TMF
tests performed during this reporting period. The detailed test results for

each specimen are listed in Appendix II.

Temo. Range Str&in

_*r) RanQe

000-1600 0.004

0.0005

000-1700 0.0004

TABLE 5-1

UNCOATED F_A 145S TMF SPECIME?I TES1 MATRIX

1
1

0 126A J

122B 1260

-I 122A 1288
108B 12¢C

- _ 107C

46C 420

0
42C 104A

45A 42B 1270 10SO

-I
1050 I02C 1298 1250

- ao460

CYCLE TYPE

1 LT LC] HT I HCl,Hold If,Mold _ _ I ._._J

I
T :

121D 124A

1018

42A 450 108A 46A

1018 105C

000-_800 O.O00S

800-1700 0.0005

lO6C

4SC

4
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Due to the wide variation in strain-temperature history encountered during

analysis of actual components, several different cycle types were

investigated, some of which were developed for this program, to understand the

effect of strain-temperature on fatigue life. In these tests, the temperature-

time waveform was sinusoidal with a period of 60 seconds. The strain-time wave-

form was chosen to produce the desired relationship between strain and

temperature. Figure 5-I shows some of the types of stra)n-temperature cycles

used in these tests. The traditional TMF cycles are the out-of-phase and

in-phase, which were produced using sinusoidal strain cycles with the

appropriate phase relationships (O degrees or 180 degrees). Figure 5-I also

shows the elliptical cycle, which is a new type of "faithful" cycle <mor_ like

an actual hot section component). The cycles can use a phase angle of _135

degrees to produce counterclockwise _w_vement aroupd the ellipse or -135

degrees to produce clockwise movement. Figure 5-2 shows the dogleg cycle,

another new type of cycle investigated during this tests eries. In this type

of test, the strain excursion occurs during only 6 seconds at either the the

maximum or minimum temperature. The strain is then held in either tension or

compression for the remaining 54 seconds while the temperature is varied. Four

possible cycle combinations are produced, identified by tl,e temperature at

which the strain excursion occurs (L=low, H,high) and the type of strain hoid

(T-tension, C=compression). These cycles were intended to provide a stepping

stone between isothermal hold tests and the standard TMF cycle types: however,

as will be shown later, they proved to be just as complex as other TMF cycles.

5.1.2 Experimental Procedure

A11 tests were conducted under strain control in an MTS closed Ic_op servo-

hydraulic testing machine similar to that used for the base program tests. The

gage section temperature was monitored continuously by an infrared pyrometer

which provided feedback for closed loop control of an induction heating

arrangement. Cooling was provided by jets of air impinging on the specimen OD.

All control signal generation and data acquisition duties were handled by a

PDP-11/23 computer interfaced to the MTS control system. This test setup has

been used at Pratt & Whitney for many years and is described in Reference 5.1.

ii,_
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The initial testing utilized tubular specimens with internal ridges as shown
in Figure 5-3. This permitted the use of an internal extensometer arrangement,
thus freeing the specimen O0 for replication and cooling. However, the local
stiffening of the gage section caused by the ridges was found to induce a
slight discrepancy between the apparent strain (as measured From the ridge
deflection) and the true gage section strain (3-6% difference). To eliminate
this problem and to reduce specimen machining costs, a new ridgeless specimen
design was developed, as shown in Figure 5-4. The gage section diameter and
wall thickness are the same as those used previously, except that the length
of the constant diameter section was increased by 2.54 mm. (0.100 in.) to
allow placement of an external extensometer. Both strain gage testing and
finite element models were used to qualify the new specimen as a reliable
replacement for the internally ridged specimen. The specimens were prepared by
grinding, followed by light polishing of the 00 and liquid honing of the [D.

5.1.3 Out-of-Phase and In-Phase Testing

As noted in Table 5-I, six Fully reversed TMF specimen tests were completed at

two nominal strain ranges, using both in-phase and out-of-phase cycling. The
temperature range was 538-871°C (1000-1600°F), and the rate was I CPM. A plot
of initiation life vs. total mechanical strain range is shown in Figure 5-5,

along with median life data From isothermal baseline tests at the same cyclic
rate. As expected, the TMF results are lower in life than isothermal data from

even the maximum cycle temperature. Note also that the difference in life
between in-phase and out-of-phase cycling is a Function of strain range; at

lower strain ranges, the in-phase cycling produces higher life, while at the
higher levels, the ou* )f-phase life is higher. Obviously, the number of data
points in this set is ,imited, but this behavior has also been noted during

other TMF testing. This serves to emphasize the need to understand and model
the actual damage mechanisms active under these conditions; simple data
correlations based on one or the other cycle type may not always give

conservatlve predictions.

Various metallographic examinations of the Fracture surfaces of two of these

specimens were also completed. Figure 5-6 shows optical and SEM micrographs of
one of the higher strain range in-phase specimens (42B). The Fracture was
clearly intergranular, and the origin was from porosity. Figure 5-7 shows TEM

mlcrographs of typical dislocation structures generated by in-phase cycling:
it is seen to be a mixture of short segments (indicated by "X") and network

surrounding the gamma prime ("Y"). However, it should be noted that these are

not representative of any one isothermal LCF dislocation structure; instead,
they appear to be a combination of Features resulting From various isothermal
tests. These observations indicate that the observed TMF specimen lives are

the result of several LCF mechanisms which are active at different

temperatures.
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Figure 5-5 TMF Results for In-Phase and Out-of-Phase Cycles
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5.1.4 R-Ratio Effects on TMF Life

To gain insight into the relationship between mean strain and TMF life, a
series of 7 tests was completed using one-way strain cycling. As noted in
Table 5-I, five specimens were run at R,O conditions and two were run using

R,-infinity. For all these tests, the temperature range was 538-871°C
(IO00-1600°F), and the cyclic rate was l CPM. Figure 5-8 shows a comparison
between the results of the one-way tests and the fully reversed TMF data for

out-of-phase cycling. The ordering of the life curves follows the expected
trend, with the R=O tests producing the lowest lives and the R,-infinity being

the highest. However, Figure 5-9 shows the results for the R,O, in-phase
tests, and at these conditions no significant difference is seen relative to

the fully reversed tests. In Fact, the R-O tests appear to be slightly higher
in life, similar to what was seen in the isothermal base program tests at

871°C (1600"F). This may be due to inherent scatter in the limited data set,

or it may be caused by competing damage mechanisms under these in-phase
conditions which effectively cancel each other's effects when the R-ratio is
varied.

Of special interest is the variation in crack growth rate during these R-ratio
tests. Figure 5-10 is a plot of replica data taken during four tests conducted
at the lower strain level (0.4%) and with various R-ratios and phase

relationships. The cracks obviously grew at different rates For each of the
tests observed, with the R--I in-phase test producing the slowest growth. The

effect of the definition of "initiation" is also highlighted in this figure,
since a crack size of less than 0.030 in. for initiation could produce a

reordering of the data. It is likely the most powerful driver of the crack

growth is the maximum tensile stress in each cycle. Figure 5-11 shows the
tensile stress history for each test. Note that the in-phase test had the
lowest tensile stress for most of its life, which agrees with the observed

crack growth rates.

Three of the specimens in this series were examined metalIographicaIly to
determine fracture morphology, initiation sites, and dislocation structures.

Figure 5-]2 shows the fracture surface of specimen 42D, which was tested using
in-phase cycling at R=O. The crack grew intergranularIy, and the initiation
site was a carbide on the specimen OD. The dislocation structure of this

specimen is shown in Figure 5-I3; it is seen to consist of a mixture of
networks clustering both the gamma and gamma prime (indicated by "Y") and
dislocations encasing the gamma prime ("Z_. Figure 5-14 shows the dislocation
structure of specimen 46C, which was tested at the same conditions except with

out-of-phase cycling. Here the structure consists of a mixture of short

segments ("X") and network surrounding the gamma prime ("Y"). Observation of
the fracture surface of this specimen revealed that it failed transgranu]arly
from a carbide on the OD. Finally, spec!men 46D was examined after being

tested with out-of-phase cycling and R,O. Figure 5-I5 shows that it also
fractured transg,anuIarly from a carbide similar to the out-of-phase test

(specimen 46C). The dislocation structure consists mainly of short segments,
as seen in Figure 5-16. Once again, no dlrect correlation can be made between
these examlnation_ and similar work performed on isothermal tests: the TMF

failures appear to result from the simultaneous action of several damage
mechanisms. AIso, thP ,w_de switch from trangranular to intergranuIar Fracture

indicates that a p,actical but general life prediction model must be able to

account for such change_.
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5.1.5 Dogleg Tests

As noted earlier, this type of test was conceived as an intermediate step

between an isothermal hold test and a traditional TMF test (in-phase or
out-of-phase). Six specimens were tested using dogleg cycles at a temperature

range of 538-871°C (lO00-1600°F) and a rate of I CPM. The strain range for a11
tests was 0.5%, with R=-I. Their initiation lives are shown plotted in Figure
5-17 along with comparable isothermal and TMF (in-phase and out-of-phase)
median test results. It should be noted that the initiation lives of the

dogleg tests have been adjusted to reflect a uniform strain range of 0.5_. The
dogleg tests with the hold in compression ("LC" & "HC") are about 2X higher in
initiation life than the isothermal compression hold tests. However, the lives

from the tension hold dogleg tests ("LT" & "HT") are nearly four times lower
than those of similar isothermal tests. By using the median lives from the

in-phase and out-of-phase TMF tests, the solid trend line shown in Figure 5-17
can be drawn, and it is obviously opposite to what was fo,:ndduring the
isothermal testing. It is therefore clear that the non-+sothermal hold has a
significant influence on specimen life, no doubt by activating different

damage mechanisms as the temperature varies.

4

CYCLE TYPE

TENS HOLD

CONT. CYCLE -

COMP. HOLD -

100

t

FIXED: 1000. 1600=F',I CPM, Rz- -I
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D(X_LEG- "T" 1000oF
.r':"

IBoo':'F

V" '-' /

/..,J L j
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!

lOOO

INITIATION LIFE (CYCLES)

Figure 5-17 Dogleg TMF Test Results
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Metallographic examinations of three of the dogleg test specimens were
completed, and the results confirm that these tests are as complex as other
TMF tests. Specimen 42A was tested with a tension hold "LT" cycle, and Figure
5-1B shows that its failure nw)dewas intergranular and that the primary crack
originated from a carbide on the OD. As shown in Figure 5-19, the dislocation

structure of this specimen consists of a mixture of short segments (indicated
by "X"), a network surrounding the gamma prime ("Y"), and dislocations

encasing the gamma prime ("Z_). Similar examinations were also made for
specimen 45D which was tested using a compression hold "LC" cycle. Figure 5-20
shows that the fracture mode of this specimen was transgranular, with the

primary initiation site again being a carbide on the OD; multiple cracking was
observed on both OD and ID. The dislocation structure of this specimen is

shown in Figure 5-21, and it has the same Features noted for the "LT" cycle
shown in Figure 5-19. Finally, the fracture surface of one of the "HC" cycle

tests, specimen 46A (Figure 5-22), indicates the Fracture mode was mixed

transgranular/Intergranular and that the initiation site was also mixed with
both carbide and porosity present. Life prediction methodology for these tests
should account properly for these differences in propagation mode as well as
the effect of both carbides and porosity.

5.1.6 E11iptica1C_cle Tests

Perhaps the most interesting results obtained so far under this task are those
from the elliptical cycle tests. Eight specimen tests were completed under

this series, including both clockwise (CW) and counterclockwise (CCW) cycles.
One of these specimens (125D) failed prematurely from a large region of

porosity and was therefore not included in the life correlations. The CCN
cycle is a good simulation of the strain-temperature history experienced by
many actual hot section components. Although there are some components which
have a CW movement around their strain-temperature history, the CW cycle
results are most valuable when compared to the CCN results; the only apparent

difference Is the direction of motion around the loop. Figure 5-23 shows a

plot of the e11iptlca1 test results, and it Is clear that there is a large
difference in life between the two types of cycles. Note that life prediction

methods based solely on the extremes of the cycle were not able to predict
thls behavior since they cannot distinguish between these two cycles. This
therefore shows the need for advanced life prediction techniques, perhaps

based on an integration of damage around the cycle in Question to account for
such effects.

The elliptical cycle testing also emphasizes the influence of the variation of
elastic modulus with temperature. During a traditional TMF test, the

stress-strain hysteresis curve will have a distinct curvature, with a higher
slope at the low temperature portior, of the cycle. However, the elliptical
cycle tests have two different moduli at any given strain: one while tempera-

ture is increasing, and the other while temperature is decreasing. This
results in a "flgure-B" hysteresis loop, as shown for cycle 1 in Figure 5-24.
Near the end of the test, cracks develop to the extent that they Influence the
specimen stress, and the loops open up somewhat, as shown for cycle 2551.

Obvlously, the only way to determine inelastic strain Is analytically, since
it no longer corresponds directly to the width of the loop.
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5.1.7 Temperature Range Effects

In order to investigate the influence of temperature range on TMF life, three

specimens were tested at ranges other than the baseline 538-871°C
(IO00-1600°F). The other test conditions duplicated those used for previous
Fully reversed TMF tests (Section 5.1.3) to facilitate direct comparison with

those results. Figure 5-25 presents the initiation lives of these specimens
relative to the baseline out-of-phase and in-phase test resuets. The higher

temperature range tests are slightly lower in life than the baseline tests,
and the amount of debit seems to be associated mostly with the maximum
temperature. This may be a result of the Fact that the baseline temperature
range already exercises most of the damage mechanisms which are important to
TMF life.

As with the R-ratio testing, this series of tests showed that the effect of

temperature range is a function of the definition of init,ation. Figure 5-26
shows a comparison plot of crack growth data for a 538-927°C (lOOO-1700°F)
test relative to a baseline 538-871°C (lO00-1600°F) test at the same

conditions. At the higher range, the crack grew more quickly at first but
slowed down significantly due to the relaxation of the mean stress during the

test. This large difference in crack growth resulted in a lower initiation
life of about 2X relative to the baseline test even though the separation life
was 2.5X higher.

5.2 TMF LIFE PREDICTION MODEL DEVELOPMENT

One method of predicting TMF life is to simply use e model developed for
isothermal conditions, taking the maximum cycle temperature as constant for
the whole test. Early in this reporting period, this technique was used with

the isothermal CDA model to obtain life predictions for TMF tests. Figure 5-27
shows these CDA predictions for the Five out-of-phase tests available at that
time. Note that the trend of the data was predicted fairly weXl, although the

predicted lives were consistently lower than the actual lives. On the other

hand, Figure 5-28 shows that the in-phase and dogleg tests were _ot correctly
predicted. This is likely caused by new damage mechanisms active during these
tests, as suggested by the intergranular fracture surfaces commoh to these

conditions. In l}ght of this work, an advanced TMF model is under development,
using an incrementai form of the CDA equation which can be integrated around
any arbitrary strain-temperature history to obtain an accurate assessment of
the damage done per cycle. Other TMF testing and model development work, both

past and present, has been reviewed and will also be used to guide the CDA
work (Refs. 5.2 - 5.4).
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SECTION 6.0

TASK Vl - MULTIAXIAL STRESS STATE MODEL

6.1 LITERATURE REVIEW OF STATE-OF-THE-ART MULTIAXIAL LIFE PREDICTION MODELS

A survey of current multiaxial life prediction approaches was conducted and
the potent|al For these approaches to predict the muItiaxia] effects in hot
section components of gas turbine engines was assessed.

Evaluation of the life prediction approaches was based on the following
criteria"

l . Slnce multiaxial straining in hot section components is often
non-proportional, the approach should demonstrate the capability to

predict non-proportional loading effects.

Multi-parameter models show considerably more accuracy in predicting
Fatigue lives; therefore, the approach should use two or more

independent parameters to characterize multiaxial fatigue behavior.

. Since multiaxial testing is expensive and difficult to accomplish and
the vast majority of available material fatigue data are uniaxia],
the approach should require only a minimal amount of multiaxial data
to determine all co,_stants in the model.

. The final consideration is that the approach should be compatible
with the Cyclic Damage Accumulation model.

The issue of non-proportional loading is important because it can be more

damaging than proportional load|ng. Non-proportionality occurs in areas where
two strain states arising from different loading mechanisms are superimposed.
Two general categories of different loading mechanisms can be identified for

hot section components: mechanical and thermal loads that are not in-phase and
thermal loading by local and global gradients that develop at different rbtes.

There are two aspects of the stress/strain history which are non-proportional

l) The ratio of magnitude of the principal stresses/strains varies with
time.

2) The principal stress/strain axis rotates with time. "Fhisdifficulty
is more exaggerated in low cycle fatigue where the stress and strain
axes are not coincident.

The latter aspect may be the more potent. It is thought that the rotation of

the maxlmum shear vector may cause slip to occur in a larger number of planes
thus more fully exploiting the hardening potential of the material. Therefore.
non-proportional cycling can cause damage on many planes with different

orientation in possibly different directions, whereas, proportional cycling
causes damage which apparently can be characterized by a single invariant of
the stress and strain tensors.
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Three stress parameters and their strain versions, which are based on static

yield theories (maximum normal stress, maximum shear stress and octahedra]
shear stress), have been used successfully to correlate multiaxia] fatigue
results For a wide variety of materials and stress states. However, there is

considerable evidence indicating the inadequacies of such approaches (Refs.
6.1, 6.2). Many modifications have been made that are either empirical or
account for various observed effects. These more complicated, multi-parameter

models are considerably more accurate in predicting fatigue lives. A
fundamental reason for this success is the inclusion of terms that account for

the effects of hydrostatic pressure in some manner.

Manson and Halford (Refs. 6.3, 6.4) used the triaxiality factor to compute an
effective ductility which accounts for the muitiaxiaI effect on ductility due

to hydrostatic pressure. The Factor has been adjusted to account for torsional
and axial fatigue behavior.

TF =

( el - _2) 2 + (_2 - E3) 2 + ( e3 - el)2 )I/2

where: e, >ez >El are the principal stresses.

The straln-range partitioning method was further modified by use of equivalent
inelastic strain-ranges. These concepts could easily be introduced into the

Cyclic Damage Accumulation model.

The use of the above approaches is limited to proportiona} }oading or to
materlals in which non-proportional loading has only a small effect on fatigue
life.

A number of different approaches to the problem of picking representative
stress or strain values for non-proportional loading have been developed. The
approaches can be divided into two categories. The first category considers

stress, strain or energy variation without regard to how these quantities are
distributed with respect to material planes. The second category considers the
variation of some quantity on a critical material plane. The two most

promising method representative of these categorie_ are discussed below.

Garud (Ref. 6.5) has related fatigue life (to crack initiation) to the plastic

work per cycle independent of material planes. The approach includes explicit
consideration of the stress-strain response which is considered crucia]
because of the path dependence of the fatlgue process. The plastic work

essentlally represents an integrated effect of the two most important
qu.lntltles generally believed to govern the Fatigue process, namely the shear
stresses and the plastic strains.
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where: WC _II

T

dE, =

f

plastic work per cycle

Cauchy stress tensor
dlfferentiaI of plastic small strain tensor

The theory in its improved modified form assumes plastic work done by applied

shear stress only counts half as much as other plastic work. This approach has

demonstrated a capability to predict non-proportional loading effects. There

are severa] drawbacks to the plastic work theory: as in any energy based

theory it cannot predict the crack growth direction; life assessment is
difficult when cyclic plastic work is small, that is, when fatigue lives

exceed several thousand cycles; and plastic work is a very difficult and

tenuous quantity to calculate in component analysis.

The critical plane method of Brown and Miller has been used to successfully

correlate non-proportional loading data (Ref. 6.6). The method is based on a

study of the physical processes of deformation and fatigue crack growth. It

was found that Stage I Fatigue cracks initiate on that plane of maximum shear

strain range which experiences the greatest amplitude of normal strain. The

theory is represented graphically by contours of constant life which are

expressed mathematlcally by:

where:

( E, - ¢_)/2 . f [((, ÷ E 3)/2]

E_ >Ez >E3 are the principal strain.

Unfortunately a large amount of multlaxia] fatigue data is required to define
these contours unless a mathematical form is available.

Recent testing of Hastelloy-X material (Ref. 6.7) resulted in cracks on the

maximum shear stress planes For the room temperature tests, which is

consistent w_th this critical p]ane theory, but at elevated temperature all

cracking was on the maximum normal strain plane. This indicates a change in

the fatigue initiation mechanism and suggests that the theory of Brown and

Miller may not be universally applicable.

Socle and Shield (Ref. 6.8) observed that the mean stress affected the rate of

crack growth and distribution of cracks. An additional parameter, mean stress

normal to the plane of maximum shear strain amplitude, was included with the

maximum plastic shear strain amplitude and normal strain amplitude.

The plastic work and critical plane theories described above obtained the same

degree of scatter when applied to the same non-proportlonal loading data set.

Other methods based on a single equivalent stress or strain quantity were non-

conservative and considered not suitable For design purposes. It a0pears that

of the existlng methods the critical plane and plastic work theories hold the

most potential for predicting the multiaxial effects in hot section con,,onents.
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6.2 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND TECHNIQUES

Multiaxial strain controlled fatigue tests are being conducted at elevated

temperature utilizing thin-walled, tubular specimens subjected to simple
tension and torsion, as well as combined tension-torsion in proportional and
non-proportional loading. The physical damage processes are being studied

closely by nw_nitoring fatigue crack nitiation and growth during test through
the use of celluiose acetate surface tel:liras and by post-test fractographic
analysis. Material deformation behavior is also being monitored and recorded
on computer files.

6.2.1 Test Facility

Unique apparatus, including extensometry to measure axial and torsional

displacements, are required to perform these tests. Therefore, an existing
experimental test facility at the University of Connecticut (Dr. E. H.

Jordan), which has the necessary capabilities, has been retained to conduct

the multiaxial fatigue tests. A complete description of this test facility
including details concerning the servohydraulic testing machine and
extensometer, which uses capacitance probes to measure axial displacement and
angle of twist, are contained elsewhere (Ref. 6.7). Prior to initiation of

testing, several modifications were made to improve the facility and increase
its high temperature capability to the required level. Also, computer

software codes were written for running the fatigue tests and recording data.

The design of the specimen fixturing system was simplified by the
incorporation of collet grips purchased from Super-Flex Corporation. These

eliminated the need for adaptors and flanges brazed or welded to the specimen

and associated tight machining tolerances used in the previous design.
Although the colIets demonstrated adequate gripping capability, it was Found
that this capability depends upon the depth to which the specimens are
inserted. Therefore, the manufacturer supplied modified collets which work

properly with only one inch insertion and maintain the space required for
extensometry, heating and cooling apparatus. In order to reduce the
posslbility of s11ppage, the outer diametral surface at the grip ends of the

specimens have been roughened by shot peening. Alignment was checked using a
strain gaged specimen. An acceptably low !evel of bending was obtained by
inserting shims under the collet grip base. Although the shims are not

disturbed during mounting and removing the specimens, alignment is being
checked periodically during the test program.

The high temperature modifications include an effective specimen heating
system that incorporates an induction heating coil. The coii provides uniform
temperature distribution in the specimen gage section at the required

temperature levels and also provides sufficient access to allow specimens to
be repllcated without requiring partial teardown of the test setup. The

potential problem of local crack tip heating due to the crack concentrating
the inductlon field is relevant in multiaxial Fatigue because of the
multi-dlrectionality of the cracking. However, Jordan (Ref. 6.7) has

demonstrated conslstent fatigue results using an induction heating coil
operatlng at a low (10 KHz) audio frequency. Another modification was the

inclusion of _wo copper water cooling collars which clamp to the specimen

dl
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between the heater and the grips and prevent heat transfer to the co]let
grips. Finally, the tungsten carbide points, which are used to attach the
extenso_ter to the specimen, have been changed to a more durable design
capable of higher temperatures.

6.2.2 Specimen Design and Fabrication

Eight Inch long, hollow core bars of B1900+Hf matertal were cast by Hltchiner
Manufacturing, Milford, New Hampshire for use as the multiaxlal fatigue test
specimens. The BI900+Hf material was from Certified Alloy Products, Inc. heat
H-0098 that is being used tn the base and optional programs of this contract
and in the NASA Isotropic Constitutive Modeling Contract. The chemical
composition of this heat is given elsewhere (Ref. 6.9). The bar geometry and
casting parameters, pour and mold temperatures were the same as those that had
been established previously for fabrication of the constitutive modeling
biaxtal test specimens. These specimens had been subjected to conslderable
development with a number of geometry design changes and casting trials
evaluated prior to meeting material grain size and integrity goals.

All of the test bars were fully heat treated prior to machining according to

the following schedule:

Solution Heat Treat:

Precipitation heat treat:

1079 + 14°C (1975 + 25°F) for 4 hours; air cool
Q

899 + 14°C (1650 + 25°F) for 10 hours; air cooi

The structure of the materlal in a fully heat treated multiaxial specimen was

examined optically for grain slze and porosity and by TEM replica for gamma

prime (Y') size. An acceptable level of mlcroporoslty was found uniformly
dlstrlbuted throughout the specimen. No higher density areas of porosity were

found. Figure 6-I shows a typical example of the porosity distrlbutlon. The

gamma prlme (Y') size, shown in Figure 6-2, and distribution within the

grains are simllar to those observed in base program specimens. The grain
slze was examined In three (3) mutually perpendlcular directions as shown in

the schematlc dlagram of Figure 6-3 (radlal (A), transverse (B), 1ongltudlnal

(C)). The optlcal mlcrographs of Figure 6-4B and 6-4C show that the grains

have a ro_Rhly e111psoldal shape runnlng in the radlal direction with the

grains at the Inner diameter smaller than those at the outer dlameter. The
graln size In the radlal view, Figure 6-4A, is _ ASTM No. I. The specimen wall
thlckness contains approxlmately two gralns; therefore, elastic anlsotropy may

require more careful consideration in the case of the multlaxlal speclmens

than the base program speclmens.

The specimen design, shown tn Figure 6-5, has a double-stepped outer diameter
that results in low strain concentrations at the ends of the gage section and

allows attachment of the extensometer in a slightly thicker section to help

preclude failures From the extensometer points. The susceptibility of thls

design to Inner diameter initiated fatigue cracking was investigated with a
two-dlmenslonal elastic finite element analysis of the specimen (Figure 6-6)

subjected to an axial load. The resulting strain distribution in the gage
section, shown in Figure 6-7, is Fairly uniform which indicates that use of

the 'average' extensometer strain Introduces llttle error. The transition to
a thicker section imposes local bending strains which does cause higher
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Figure 6-1

(C) ,i000 Him j

Typical Porosity Distribution in Gage Length of Multiaxial
Specimen

Figure 6-2

' _' i0 um(B) y Size , 0.75 _,m
| !

Gamma Prime (_') Size in Gage Length of Nultiaxia] Specimen
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Flgure 6-3 Schematic dlagram of multiaxial gage section showing orlentations
used for grain size characterization. A - Radlal; B - Transverse;
C - Longltudlna]
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strains on the specimen inner diameter near the ends of the gage section.
However, a subsequent tensile fatigue test resulted in outer diameter crack
initiation near the center of the gage section. The criticality of this

location is probably increased by thermal gradient and plasticity effects not
included in the finite element analysis.

A total of twenty-eight multiaxial specimens were Fabricated. All specimens
were then electropolished on the outer diameter except for the grip ends which
were left as-machined.

6.2.3 Test Proqram and Procedures

The multiaxial fatigue test program, which consists of 26 tests utilizing the
BI9OO+Hf thin-walled, tubular specimens described in Section 6.2.2, is
summarized in Table 6-1. These isothermal, strain controlled tests are being
conducted to provide crack initiation data to use in the development and

verification of a multiaxial stress state creep-fatigue life prediction model.

Four types of strain cycles are employed in the tests: simple tension or
torsion, combined tension-torsion in-phase and combined tension-torsion 90
degrees out-of-phase. All applied axial and torsional strain ranges are fully

reversed (R=-I) with triangular waveforms. Two temperature levels (871°C
(1600°F), 538°C (1000°F)) and two Frequency levels (10 CPM; I CPM) are being
investigated to determine their effect on the cracking behavior and possible

changes in stress state dependence. The variation in Fatigue life with strain
range is also being investigated by conducting similar tests at two strain
range levels.

Sp_i_ TylNP

TABLE 6.1
MULTIAXZAL TEST PliOGRAMMATRIX

E(luivalent Strain Ratio P_ase Te_. Freq.
Strain Range (Torsional/Axial) Angle ('F) LCI_)
_E e_ /"E e2 0 1.5 oo 0e 90 ° 1000 1630 0 1.0 10

1 N/A (Creep LOad) X X X
2 X X X X
3 X X X X
4 BASE X X X X
S X X X X
6 x x x x
7 X X X X
8 X X X X
9 X X X X

lO x x x x x
11 IN x x x X X
I 2 PHASE X X X X X
l_i X X X X X

14 X X X X X
15 X X X X X
16 OUT OF X X X X X
17 PHASE X X X X X
18 X X X X X
19 X X X X X
20 x X x X X
21 X X X X X

t

! 22-26 TO BE OEFINEO (OR 0UPLICATE) TESTS
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As in the base program, approximately one-half of the specimens are being

inspected during testing by the cellulose acetate replication method to
determine the evolution of the fatigue cracks. The size, number and angle of

the surface cracks are determined by micrographic examination of the
replicas. Crack initiation is defined as the generation of a 0.76 mm
(0.030 in.) long surface crack. The test is terminated subsequent to a 50%

drop in cyclic load range (tensile load drop for a tension-torsion test) or at
complete separation of the specimen.

Strain control during the multiaxial tests refers to control of the
longitudinal and torsional strains. However, complete Knowledge of the Full
strain tensor is required to determine principal strains, equivalent strain

and other parameters used to correlate Fatigue data. The usual procedure is to
calculate the circumferential and through-thickness strains using on effective

Poisson's ratio. In the elastic-plastic regime encountered in low cycle
fatigue testing, Poisson's ratio lies between the elastic value and 0.5 For
constant volume plastic deformation. An effective value of 0.4 is assumed for

Poisson's ratio in this report.

6.3 INITIAL MULTIAXIAL EXPERIMENTS

Four multiaxial fatigue tests have been completed to date using the four
different types of strain cycles specified in the test program. The idealized
strain paths in E -_ space for these tests are shown in Figure 6-8. All of
the tests were conducted at B71_C (1600°F) and 10 CPM with an equivalent

strain range of approximately _0.25_.

6.3.1 Test Results

Test data and results are listed in Table 6-2. The applied strains and
stresses given in the table are based on measurements taken from hysteresis

loops at approximately half-life. These hysteresis loops, along with plots of
applied strain versus time, are shown in Figures 6-9 to 6-12. After the
initial test (Specimen 204), the number of strain control input signals was

_ncreased by a Factor of five which resulted in much smoother loops. The
upward drift of the tensile hysteresis loops observed during testing revealed
a possible problem with the test rig. After a brief investigation, the cause
of the problem was Found to be a malfunctioning axial capacitance displacement

probe in the extensometer which has since been repaired. Uniaxial test
experience in the base program indicates that the tensile mean stress levels
developed in th_ mu]tiaxial tests did not have a large effect on the resultant

cyclic lives.
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Figure 6-8 Multiaxial Test Specimen Strain Paths

TABLE 6.2

TEST RESULTS

Specimen Phase Crack Initiation 50% Load Drop

N_er T_ FreD. _E _'Y Anale _m/Tm _.__T Anale Life L!fe

(QF) (CI_) (%) (%) (deg.) (ksl) Cksi) (deg.) (cycles) (cycles)

204 1600 10 _0.185 t0.260 O 7.7/-0.7 63.5/35.2 65 350 1085

203 1600 I0 0.0 _O.q04 _ _/-0.6 _/62.3 -45 8100 11224

217 1600 10 _0.250 0.0 _ 10.9/m ]00.3/--. 90 115b 2317

216 1600 10 _0.250 ¢0.375 90 15.3t-1.0 106.1/63.6 90 1250 1880

(1) Applied strains and stresses are based on nteasurements taken at aDoroxin_Itely half-life•

(2) Crack angle is measured relative to the specimen longitudinal ax_s with clockwise being
Positive.
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6.3.2 Fractoqraphic Observations

The in-phase tensile-torsion test of specimen 204 resulted in a long crack

oriented at approximately 65° to the specimen longitudinal axis, as shown in
Figure 6-13a, with no secondary surface cracking. A surface replica taken

during the test revealed two separate cracks that eventually coalesced. Two
initiation sites were found 8.89 mm (350 mils) apart at the outer diameter.
Figure 6-13b is an optical picture of the most obvious initiation site.

Figure 6-14a is an SEM micrograph of the initiation site showing it in greater
detail. A tantalum (Ta) x-ray map of the initiation site, Figure 6-14b, shows

the area to be rich in Ta. In the base program, in|tiation sites with a high
Ta content or other constituents found in the grain boundary carbides were
identified as MC carbide related failures: however, the size of the Ta rich

areas in specimen 204 is much too large for an MC carbide. The specimen was
sectioned longitudinally through the Ta rich area as indicated by the dashed
line in Figure 6-14a and the schematic diagram of Figure 6-15a. A SEM
micrograph of the longitudinal section at the area of the initiation site is

shown in Figure 6-15b. An oxide layer ranging in thickness from 2xlO _ mm
to 3x]O-z mm is present at the fracture surface as well as at the secondary

crack beneath the fracture. X-ray energy spectroscopy results show this oxide
to be Ta rich. This type of oxide buildup suggests that the crack initiated

from a dross at location A, Figure 6-15b.

,6
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ORIGINAL PAG1E IS

Of POOR QUALITY

(A) 2 cm
| |

(b) , 2000 _mj

Figure 6-13 Multiaxial test specimen 204 using a tension strain range of
+ 0.185_ and a torsion strain range of + 0.26%, in phase,
(eFfective strain range + 0.245%) at 1600°F for 1085 cycles (50%
load drop).

(a) Crack slanted at an angle of 65 ° with specimen axis,
(b) Major initiation site by optical.
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The torsional test of Specimen 203 resulted tn a crack angled at -45 ° with
respect to the longitudinal axis of the specimen as shown in Figure 6-16a.
Agatn, a dominant crack developed early with few secondary cracks. The
suspected initiation site is shown in Ftgure 6-16b. Note the secondary cracks
propagating at right angle to the primary crack. Figures 6-17a and 6-17b show
the optical and SEM mlcrographs of the initiation site with no anomalous

features evident other than the secondary crack.

The tensile test of Specimen 217 resulted in a crack oriented at go° to the

specimen longitudlnal axis as shown in Figure 6-18. Figure 6-19 shows the

optical and SEM mlcrographs of an Initlatlon site exhibiting porosity which is

consldered typical for the test material. Two separate cracks, that
eventually coalesced, and their initiation sites were found on specimen

surface replicas taken during test. Figure 6-20 presents replica micrographs
that show a crack evolvlng at one of the inltiation sites with an atypical

surface appearance. As shown in Figure 6-20c, a 0.25 mm (lO-mil) long crack

evolved after 800 cycles. Figure 6-21 shows crack growth data based on crack
surface length measurements from replicas versus cyclic life.

The 90° out-of-phase tension-torsion test of specimen 216 resulted in a crack

composed of straight llne segments with its major portions roughly

perpendicular to the longitudinal specimen axis as shown in Figure 6-22.
Replicas show that three separate cracks grew simultaneously perpendicular to

the longitudinal specimen axis. then joined together through crack segments

that grew roughly parallel to the specimen axis. Optical micrographs of two
adjacent crack segments are shown in Figure 6-23. The out-of-phase ioadlng

caused extensive rubbing of the opposing Fracture surfaces which obscured most

fracture surface details, making examination by SEM ineffective.

In order to examine the dislocation structures of specimen 204 (in-phase
tenslon-torsion) and specimen 203 (pure torsion), TEM thin foils were prepared
From materlal taken below the initiation sites. The multiaxial dislocation

structure of specimen 204 shown in Figure 6-24 consists of short segments of
wavy dislocations enveloping the 7' at the 7/7' interface. The matrix itself

as well as the 7' particles ar_virtually free of dlslocations. This is in
contrast to the appearance of dislocations resulting From a uniaxial R , -I

LCF test which generally Form directional bands of short segments throughout
the Ymatrix betweenY'partlcles. The multiaxial structure also differs

considerably from the dislocation structure that results from a creep test

which form distribution networks around 7' particles. The pure torsion
baseilne dlslocation structure of specimen 203 is shown in Figure 6-25. The

structure consists of wavy dlslocation segments that are roughly parallel to

one another surrounding 7' particles. This type of structure is similar to

that observed in specimen 204. This observation may indicate that life
modellng For multlaxial testing will require more reliance on pure torsion
baseline test data.
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6.3.3 Discussion of Results

The crack initiation lives for the four multiaxial tests presented in Table
6.2 range from 350 cycles for the in-phase tension-torsion test of specimen

204 to 81OO cycles for the pure torsion test of specimen 203. The tensile test
of specimen 217 aI]ows direct comparison with previous data obtained on solid
cast unlaxiaI specimens tested in the base program. The crack initiation life

of 1150 cycles for specimen 217 compares very closely with the 1234 cycle
average life for the twelve base program specinH_ns tested at the same

conditions. This result demonstrates the capability of producing consistent
fatigue data with the multiaxial test rig and specimen.

The non-proportional loading path of specimen 216 apparently caused no
detrimental effect since its initiation life of 1250 cycles is consistent with
the tensile test data. Damage from non-proportional loading may depend on a
number of variables such as material, temperature level and strain amplitude
and, therefore, be dlfflcult to characterize. By contrast, the life of

specimen 204 may have been adversely affected by the dross Found at the
initiation site. Subsequent to the discovery of dross in specimen 204, an

inspection program was undertaken to screen the remaining twenty-two untested
specimens using X-ray, Fluorescent penetrant and visual inspection procedures.
Although Indications of minor subsurface shrinkage were found in most of the
specimens, no surface or subsurface discontinuities were discovered that would

c_romlse the integrity of future test results.

The initiation life in pure torsion was approximately 7X greater than that FOr
pure tension despite being subjected to the same equi,lalent strain range.

Obviously, this parameter is ineffectlve for correlating the mul.tiaxial test
results. It has been suggested (Ref. 6.6) that parameters based on the
observed physical damage would be nw)st suitable for correlating multlaxial
fatlgue behavior. Observations of cracking in these tests indicate that the
fatigue cracks initiate and grow on planes perpendicular to the maximum normal

strain under all 1oadlng condltlons. Therefore, a single parameter that is
conslstent wlth the cracklng mode, the maximum normal strain, was used to

correlate the test results. Figure _-26 shows a plot of the maximum normal
strain range versus crack inltlatlon life with the data fairly well ordered
except for the dross initiated cracking of specimen 204.

Other parameters have been used to correlate the test results with little

success. Figure 6-27 shows a plot of the maximum shear strain range versus
crack Initiation life. NO correlation was obtalned. Figure 6-28 shows a plot
of the plastlc work per cycle versus crack initlatlon life. Estimates for
plastic work (A_ xA(In) . (_rwA?In) were determined From cycles at
approximately_half-1ife. The torsional data point does not correlate even with

the weighing factor of I/2 applled to plastlc work done by the applied shear
strain as suggested by Garud (Ref. 6.5). A plot of this modified plastic work

parameter versus crack inltiation llfe is shown in Figure 6-29. The weighing
factor was also applied to the tenslon-golng plastlc work per cycle estimated
by (_,. x_(in) ÷ ( _,. x _,,). AS shown in Figure 6-30, this
parameter results in improving the correlation.
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6.4 FUTURE WORK

The following work will be accomplished under Task VI"

0 The muItiaxial fatigue test program presented in Table 6.1 will be
completed by testing twenty-two additional specimens of BI9OO+HF ma,.rlal'o"
(PWA 1455).

0

0

0

Concurrent wlth the tests, the physical damage processes will be
determined through metailographic examinations and observations of the
fatlgue cracking mode.

Additional single and multiple parameters will be investigated to
characterize the multiaxtal Fatigue behavior.

A multlaxlai stress state creep fatigue 11re prediction model will be
developed and verified using the specimen crack initiation data.
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SECTION 7.0

TASK Vll - CUMULATIVE LOADING MODEL

7.1 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND TEST TYPES

7.1.1 Overview of Cumulative Loading Testing

Actual gas turbine hot section components are subjected to operating
conditions which include many reversals of strain within any given flight. It
is therefore necessary that a practical life prediction method for such

components be able to account properly for the cumulative effects of such
loading. The intent of this task is to provide a body of test data for

specimens subjected to various cumulative 1oadings and to develop a life model
which can properly account For the observed effects.

A total of 50 cumulative loading tests have been completed under this task,

including b]ock, sequenced, and interrupted tests. Figure 7-] presents a
schematic diagram of each of these three test types. The block test consists
of two blocks of loading (designated Block I and B]ock 2) in which all but one
of the test parameters are identical. The number of Block I cycles is chosen

to be a predetermined Fraction of the continuous simple Fatigue life under
Block I conditions. The remainder of the test is then run under 81ock 2, in

which one of the test parameters (such as strain ratio, temperature, or hold
time) is changed. This type of test enables the determination of the influence
of the Block I conditions on the fatigue life under the subsequelt Block 2

cycling. It is then possible to determine if there are any interactions or
ordering effects between loading blocks by comparing the test results with a
linear damage accumulation rule. Thirty such block tests were completed as

part of this task.

Block

IK.OC K 1

TEST COIWOItlONS

_leueo FOA A

FRACT1ON OF 1"1_
CONTINUOUS FAI"_UE
UFIE UNOfJI llI.OCK I

COl_lOITIO_S

CLOCK 2

TEST CONOITION$
,_11'UtO FOR

RI[MAJNOEM OF

TEST

TIME

Sequenced

Interrupted TIME

Figure 7-I Types of Cumulative Loading Tests

ETC.

TIME
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The second type of test used for cumulative loading effects is the sequenced
test. In this test two blocks of loading conditions are applied alternately

until specimen failure. The number of cycles in each block is constant
throughout the test and is Chosen such that several blocks of cycles will be

applied before crack initiation occurs. These tests are designed to

investigate the classical pure Fatigue cumulative damage problem as well as
creep-fatigue ordering effects. A total of nine such tests were run under this
task.

The last type of cumulative loading test used in this program is the
interrupted test, which consists of blocks of cycling separated by periods of

temperature exposure, either with or without static load. These tests enable
investigation of the effects of periods of high temperature exposure and the
material degradation that often results (e.g., overaging, changes in
carbides). For some of these tests, the creep strain was permitted to

accumulate during the test by re-zeroing the extensometer after the periods of
temperature exposure. For other tests, however, the specimen was forced back

to the o,iginal strain limits set at the beginning of the test, which meant
that the creep strain did not accumulate. The third type of interruoted test

is the prior creep test, in which a large Fraction of the available specimen
ductility is exhausted by creep testing prior to the fatigue cycling. Figure

7-2 shows a comparison of hysteresis loops which result from these three types
of interrupted tests, and it is clear that understanding of the constitutive
behavior of the specimen is especially important to interpretation of the
results of interrupted tests. Eleven tests of this type were completed under

this task. Detailed listings of the data For a11 50 cumulative damage specimen
tests are found in Appendix IV.

7.l.2 Experimental Procedure

All tests were conducted under strain control in the same MTS c]osed loop
servohydraulic testing machine used For the base program tests. The gage
section temperature was monitored continuously by an infrared pyrometer which
provided Feedback for closed loop control of an induction heating arrangement.
Control signal generation was accomplished using a programmable waveform
generator connected to the MTS interface system• Data acquisition was handled

by a dP-9826 microcomputer interfaced to a multichannel digital voltmeter
which continuously monitored the load and displacement signals. The testing
util_zed solid specimens of the same design used For the baseline fatigue

testing. The specimens were prepared by grinding, followed by lignt
electropoIishing oF the OD.
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Figure 7-2 Hysteresis Loops of Interrupted Tests
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7.Z BLOCK EXPERIMENTS

7.2.1 Strain Ratio Effects

The first section of Table 7-1 presents a.matrix of all 15 R-ratio block tests

completed under this task This series of tests used either R=O or R=-I for

the first block, followed by the other value for the remainder of the test.

Figure 7-3 presents an interaction diagram based on the initiation lives from

these tests, and some strong interactions can be clearly seen. Note that the

specimens tested with 600 cycles of R=O followed by R=-l cycling showed much

longer lives than the baseline specimens which were continuously cycled at

R.-I. However, there was a much smaller effect with just one cycle of R=O, and

there was a negative effect For 1200 cycles. Figure 7-¢ shows a typical

hysteresis response for the 600 cycle R=O test, where the higher stresses

during the initial block of cycles can be clearly seen. This history

apparently generates a compliant dislocation network which oersists throughout

the _emainder of test. Figures 7-5A and 7-5B show representative dislocation

structures for continuous R=O and R=-I tests, respectively. Figure 7-5C shows

the dislocation structure for a block test with 600 cycles of R=O, while

Figure 7-5D shows the structure which results when the First 600 cycles are

run with R=-I. Comparison of all four Figures shows that, for both of the

block tests, the R=O dislocation structure is the dominant _icrostructural

Feature. When run first, R=O cycling apparently work hardens the material FOr

subsequent R.-I cycling and consequently increases the overall life. However,

R.-I cyc)ing in Block l does not have a hardening effect for the subsequent

R.O Block 2 cycling. This causes the R-O type of dislocation structure to

dominate the microstructure. Failure origins c_ntinued to be associated either

with carbides, as in Figure 7-6, or with porosity, as in Figure 7-7,
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7.2.2 Temperature Block Tests

The second type of block loading test used in this task was the temperature
block test. Here, the first block was run for a predetermined number of cycles
at either 538"C (lO00"F) or 871°C (1600°F); the other temperature was then
used for the remainder of the test. The middle section of Table 7-I lists the
actual conditions used for the 9 tests of this type completed under this task,
and Figure 7-8 shows an interaction diagram based on the initiation lives.
Note that one spectmn, 132C, Failed prematurely at 4950 cycles during the
538°C. initial block of cycling; a mean stress of about ÷lO0 MPa developed
during the test, lowering the life. The tendency of the data is to lie well
above the linear interaction line, suggesting that there is little influence
of initial cycling at one temperature on subsequent cycling at the other
temperature. One explanation is that the damage is accumulating by different
mechanisms at these t_n0 temperatures, hence the second block of cycling
essentially starts at zero damage for its mechanism. This indicates the need
to recognize explicitly the micro_chanlsms which are active at a given
temperature in the formulation of advanced life prediction _dels.

p-

0.6

u_ 0.4-
Z

m

C

0.2-

0.S% & f,, R --t, tO CPM

• 3S00CYCLES@538°C; BAL@$71eC

O 7000GYCLESO538°C; BAL@ 871ec

In 600 CYCLESO871 eO; BAL _p538°C

r"l 1200CYCLE$_I)871°C; BAL.@538eG
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I"1
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Figure 7-8 Interaction Diagram For Temperature Block Tests
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In an effort to understand this behavior, several specimens were examined
metallographically, including block temperature specimens as well as specimens
which were continuously cycled at the two temperatures involved. Optical
examinations of fracture surfaces have shown that 871°C (1600*F) fractures are
much rougher than 538°C (lO00"F) f. ,res, as can be seen in Figure 7-9. It
was hoped that this fact could be . when examining the fracture surface
morphology to determine exactly how _.ach crack growth had occurred during each
of the blocks of cycles. The optical micrographs of Figure 7-10 are from
specimens 9D and 132D which both had 538°C (IO00°F) for Block 1, followed by
871"C (1600°F) for Block 2. Both have smooth fracture surfaces near the

Inltlatlon sites due to the low temperature cycling. Surrounding this is a
rougher Fracture surface representing the high temperature cycling, which is

in turn followed by the overload failure area. The smooth area radiating from
the initlatlon slte of specimen 132D is larger than that of specimen 9D due to

the greater number of 538°C (IOOO°F) Block 1 cycles used for specimen 132D

(7000 vs. 3500). The transition from crack growth at 538°C (IOOO°F) to growth

at 871°C (16OO°F) is also quite evident in the SEM micrographs of Figure 7-II.
However, the crack lengths measured using this method were consistently longer

than the lengths detecmlned using surface replication. For example, the
optical technique indicated that the crack in specimen 132D had grown to a

surface length of 2.79 mm. (O.110 in.) at the end of 7000 cycles at 538°C
(lOOO°F), whereas the surface replica showed a length of only 2.03 mm. (0.080

in.). Estimates of initiation life for these tests were based on both types of

measurements where possible, but the surface replica results were used in
those cases where discrepancies existed.

7.2.3 Hold Tlme Block Tests

The third and flnal type of block test used in this task was the hold time
block test. Here, one block was run with a one minute hold time, either in

tension or compression, while the other block was continuousl) cycled. The
last sectlon of Table 7-I contains the actual conditions run for the 6

specimens In this series of block tests. Figure 7-12 shows an interaction

diagram of the initiation lives of these same specimens, and it is appears
that the hold time cycllng had the greatest Influence on the overall

initiation 1|ves. Also, the hold time lives were slightly lower than the

median lives observed during the baseline testing (note the two data points
along the abscissa; these cracked during the hold time Block 1 portion of the
test).

Typ%cal dlslocation structures for tension and compression hold time tests are
shown In Figures 7-13A and 7-13C, respectively, and the dlslocatlon structure

of a continuously cycled R--I test is shown in Figure 7-13B For comparison. It

is seen that a marked difference exists between the short segmented dislocation
structure of the continuous test and the creep-like structures of the hold

tests. Thls Indlcates that the apparent llnearity of the hold tlme block test
damage accumulatlon may be due to cancellatlon of the effects of two different

damage mechanisms.
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Figure 7-12 Interaction Diagram for Hold Time Block Tests
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7.3 SEQUENCED EXPERIMENTS

7.3.1 Strain Rate SecLuenced Tests

Table 7-2 summarizes the results of the nine sequenced tests completed as part

of this task, including five strain rate block tests and Four strain range
block tests. The strain rate tests all used a strain range of 0.5_ and R,O,

with a variable number of cycles at 10 CPM For Block I and a fixed number of
cycles (5) at 0.5 CPM for Block 2. Note that 100 cycles at lO CPM in B1ockl

produces equal time for each block, while 5 cycles in Block I gives equal
cycles in each block. The test with 15 cycles in Block I was designed to

produce approximately equal damage in each block. Figure 7-14 presents an
interaction diagram of the initiation life results of the rate sequenced
tests. It can be seen that the data is clustered around the linear

accumulation line, although the equal damage test (15 cycles in Block 1) is

somewhat above the line. Figure 7-15 shows the dislocation structure For
specimen I03C, which was tested with 5 cycles in Block I. Note that the
appearance of this structure is similar to that of previously examined

specimens run continuously at R=O; no additional effects could be noted which
could be attributed to the sequenced rates used for this test.

TABLE 7..2

SEQUEIIC(O SPECIM(N TEST MATRIX

Median Lives

Ir txed Condt ti :wn5

N_O. Temo Stratn R Stratn Rate Block 1 Block 2 InttiaLion 50_ Load Drop

-- -,). Condl t Iof 15 _ (Cycles)(C. e ) RanQe (_L] (sec Condt t t OTis

z 871 o.5 o Variable 100 cy¢ 0 .00167 SeC -_ 5 CyC (I .000083 sec -_ 1240 4905

1 15 ,-yC O .00167 5e¢ -_ - * 1591 :3060

2 5 CyC B .00167 sec "_ - - 754 2129

I 871 Variable -1 ,00167 3 cyc B .36X 1 cyc O .4SX 6792 20275

1 3 cy¢ 0 .4OX 1 ¢YC 0 .50X 3040 7680

2 10 CY¢ 0 .50_ I cy¢ 0 .80X 599 1617

dl,

J

o4

7.3.2 Strain Range Sequenced Tests

Table 7-2 also lists the data for the four strain range sequenced tests

comp}eted as part of this tasK. For these tests, Block I consisted of a number
of cycles at a lower strain range followed by a single cycle at a higher
strain range. The number of cycles in the First block was chosen to give

approximately equal amounts of damage in the two blocks. All tests utilized a
strain ratio of -I and a Frequency of 10 CPM. Figure 7-16 presents an

interaction diagram For these tests based on both _nitiation and separation
lives, and the degree of non-11nearity is seen to depend on the strain ranges
used. The low strain ranges produce damage sums higher than l, and as the

strain ranges Increase, the damage sum becomes smaller. Note also that, based
on separation lives, the higher strain ranges produced damage sums less than
one. This serves to highlight once again how the definition of "initiation"
affects the interpretation of the test data.
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Figure 7-17 shows the dislocation structure of specimen 128D, which was tested
with 3 cycles at 0.4% for Block I, followed by one cycle at 0.5% For Block 2.

This structure is markedly different From the bands of short segments

previously observed in specimens tested continuously at a Fixed strain range
using R=-I. The structure of this sequenced test bears some resemblance to

that resulting From creep rather than Fatigue. No factors have yet been
pinpointed that will explain this difference in dislocation structure.

7.4 INTERRUPTED EXPERIMENTS

7.4.1 Tests with Interspersed Exposure Time

The first section of Table 7-3 presents the series of six tests run using
interspersed periods of temperature exposure. As in other cumulative loading
tests, the periods of exposure and the associated load levels were chosen to

produce approximately equal Fractions of damage due to both fatigue and creep.
Figure 7-18 shows the interaction diagram for these tests, using time as the
correlatlng parameter for the amount of exposure time. All of the data points
are well below the li_:r accumulation line, indicating that the time to
Failure is apparently _e_uced by this type of test. However, Figure 7-1g shows

the interaction based on total creep strain instead of time as the correlating
parameter. Here the damage sums are somewhat higher, although most of the data

are still below the linear line. This leads to the conclusion that creep
strain would be better than creep time as a correlating parameter For
Interrupted tests.
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Vartous micrographtc examinations were completed on these interrupted test
specimens. Optical examination of the fracture surface morphologies revealed
transgranular failure modes for the no-load holds, and Intergranular failure
modes for the 4Z8 MPa (62 KSI) holds (for both accumulated strain and
non-accumulated strain tests). The mtcrostructure of the no-load hold sample,
spectmen 107Bo Is shown in Figure 7-20A, and the structures of the specimens
with holds are shown in Figure 7-2OB for non-accumulated strain tests and
Figure 7-ZOC for accumulated strain tests. Note that the no-load hold test has
a much lower dislocation density than the mlcrostructures of the specimens
which had 428 NPa (62 KSI) during the hold. The structures of the specimens
with the loads during holds are indicative of creep, with high densities of
dislocations surrounding the gamma prime particles. As would be expected, this
creep damage exhausts the ductility available for fatigue and results in lower
specimen llves.

t

7.4.2 Creep First Tests

The second sectton of Table 7-3 l!scs the data for the ftve specimens tests
which were run ustng simple creep conditions for the first part of the test
followed by fatigue cycling for the remainder of the test. The creep
conditions were designed to exhaust all of the primary creep strain and some
fraction of the secondary creep strain. The fatigue limits were set to
maintain the same maximum stress levels used for the creep portion of the
test. The data are shown in Ftgures 7-18 and 7-19 along with the interspersed
exposure data, so the comments made regarding the use of creep strain as a
correlating parameter also apply to the creep-first tests.

Specimen 138 was examined using both optical and SEM techniques. Figure 7-21
shows that the crack propagation mode was mixed transgranular/tntergranular,
and both carbtde and porosity were present at the Initiation site. Thin foil
analysis revealed the dislocation structures shown in Figure 7-22. which
closely resemble that produced by pure creep (networks surrounding gamma prime
particles). However, the effect on the subsequent fatigue life was negligible
despite thts obvious change in mtcrostructure.
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7.5 MODIFICATIONS TO CDA LIFE PREDICTION MODEL

7.5.1 Overview of Current Cumulative Damage Life Prediction Methods

Because ,Jr the importance of cumulative damage life predictions in actual
service components, many different methods have been advanced for this
purpose. Although this sectlon is by no means an exhaustive review of these,

it does serve to show the complexity of the issue and some of the currently
popular methods.

Perhaps the most widely used method is that of Palmgren-Miner, often referred
to as "Miner's Rule" (Ref. 7.1, 7.2). This rule simply states that damage
accumulates linearly, with Failure occurring when the sum of the damage
fractions exhausted in the various blocks of loading equals one. The

simplicity of this rule allows it to be readily applied to design
calculations, and it has been shown to be conservative for many situations.
The universal nature of this rule is shown by the Fact that the straight line

representing this rule on an interaction diagram is usually the standard
reference for other methods. However, there are many cases where data do not
follow this "rule", and this has led to the development of methods which can
account For such effects.

Some of the more popular rules in use today which can account for non-linear
effects include the Double Linear Damage Rule (Ref. 7.3, 7._) and the

Continuous Damage Mechanics method (Ref. 7.5). Both of these can properly
predict sequence effects (high-|ow and low-high) and mean stress effects for

arbitrary groupings of cycles. Qther methods have a]so Oeen advanced to
account for such effects, including modified versions of Miner's Rule to
account for mean stress and fatigue strength reducing factors (Ref. 7.6) or
probabilistic measures of material properties (Ref. 7.7). The accumulated

hysteresis energy approach can produce non-linear cumulative loading
predictions when used with cyclic deformation properties which vary during the
test (Ref. 7.8).

Non-I|near damage accumulation effects can also be predicted by assuming that
the damage occurs as both surface layer damage and bulk damage (Ref. 7.9).
Thls tyDe of concept becomes even more useful when combined with some means of

tracking the loading hlstory of the area in questlon and incIudlng the effect
of this on the fatigue capab_l_ty of the material (Ref. 7.]0).

Other researchers have focused on the need to deflne exactly what the concept
of "damage" means. Many different material properties are affected as the test
progresses, and these changes have been used to predict two-level block tests
(Ref. 7.11). In the hlgh temperature regime, particular attention must be paid

to how creep damage is included (Ref. 7.12). Finally, the possibility of
damage accumulation by several complete]y different damage mechanisms must be
considered and properly accounted for In practical life prediction methods
(Ref. 7.13).
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7.5.2 Non-Linear CDA Life Prediction Model

During the course of the work under this task, it became clear that it would

be necessary to modify the CDA life prediction model to allow damage to
accumulate non-linearly in order to be able to predict a11 the various effects
from the specimen tests. This involved the addition of two modifications to

the orlginaI form of the CDA model: the concept of ductility Fraction, and the
non-11near rate modifler function, G(N/NI).

The ductility fraction concept permits the primary creep strain ductility to

vary during the course of the test by bringing it under the integral. The

ductility fraction, re, is deflned as the fraction of the available ductility
which has been consumed:

e6.

Ouctillty Fractlon, re"

Ductility Exhausted

Available Ductility

The equation used to calculate this quantity may be written as Follows, using
CDA nomencl_ture:

(1)

where:

It can be seen that when f¢ reaches 1, N w111 equal the predicted Initiation

11fe, NI. Note also that the current Inltlai ductlllty Is now Inslde the
Integral, which permlts the algorlthm to swltch from one 1oadlng condition to
another whlch has a different Inltlal ductlllty.

We may also rewrite equation I to perform the Integration over F( Instead of
N, and at the same time Introduce a non-11near function G(NINI) which has the

property that its IRtegral over the Interval From 0 to I is always I, no
matter what values are chosen for its constants:

Wi • i ml

F
Ref T '

(2)
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The Function G(NINi) chosen For the initial trials of this method is a

combination of a power law and a linear ?unction:

(3)

Another possible function would be one derived From the Fatigue portion of the
continuous damage model by Chaboche:

S M " (1 -a)(/3+ 1) 1 - ( ) 1 - 1 - N (4)

A comparison of these two Functions is shown in Figure 7-23, where two sets of

constants are used to show the variations possible with the combined power and
linear law. This form (equation 7.3) was chosen for the Final CDA life

predictions For the specimen tests in this task, with the exponent M=4.5 and

the linear fraction LF=O.OOl (to prevent numeric problems during integration).

h.

5

4

]

I

_ CONT DAMAGE

0[ -01

{) .4o. POWER ONLY

"_ LF-00

_II_Nt_R. LINEAR

0.2 0.4 0.& 0.il 010

LFE FRACTK_N (N_R)

Figure 7-23 Non-Linear Damage Functions
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Theeffect of the inclusion of the non-linear function G(N/Ni) on the CDA life

prediction for a strain ratio block test is shown by Figure 7-24. This plot
shows how the ductility fraction increases as a Function of cycles, both for
11near and non-linear damage accumulation. In this case the non-linear

prediction is lower than the linear prediction, because the basic damage rate
(slope of the linear accumulation line) during the first block of the test is

lower than the rate during the second block. This causes the ductility to be
consumed earlier with the non-linear Function than without it, and the net

result is a lower prediction. The opposite effect is seen in Figure 7-25,
where reversal of the order of the blocks causes the non-linear life

prediction to be higher than the linear one. Note that this is the same effect

which was observed during the specimen testing. Figure 7-26 snows the

non-linear life predictions for a11 the strain ratio block tests completed
during this task.

The effect of the non-linear damage accumulation is perhaps most dramatic when
applied to the temperature block tests. Figure 7-27 shows how the life

prediction can increase eightfold for a high-low temperature block sequence.
In this case, the basic damage rate is much higher for Block I than for Block

2, so inclusion of the non-linear accumulation Function results in very little
damage during the first block. When the damage rate drops during the second
block, the ductility is consumed very slowly, producing the 1arge increase in
predicted life. Figure 7_28 shows the non-linear CDA life predictions for a11
the temperature block tests completed during this task, and it is clear that
the agreement is quite good.

It is, of course, possible that conditions in a block test could be chosen

such that the basic total damage rate remains constant even though the
individual components of the rate are changing. This was the case with the

hold time b]ock tests, as illustrated in Figure ?-29. This shows the history
of the predicted time-dependent and time-independent damage Factors (the sum
of these is the tota| damage rate) for a specimen run with a one minute
tensile hold time for the first block. It is clear that the sum of these
Factors is essentially unaffected by the transition from Block 1 to Block 2.

It is not surprising, therefore, that the non-linear CDA life predictions for

these tests are substantially the same as the linear predictions. Figure 7-30
shows the non-linear CDA predictions for a11 the hold time block tests.

The non-linear CDA predictions for the sequenced tests are shown in Figure
7-31. where good agreement can be noted. Here again, the non-linear method had

a negligible effect, since the basic damage rate during the tests was

essentially constant. These predictions were made by using an averaged value
for the strain rate or range as applicable, and the agreement is quite good.

Figure 7-32 shows the non-linear CDA life predictlons for the interrupted
tests. Here one is faced with the question of how to handle the creep strain
consumed during the testing {either prior to the cyclic portion of the test or
Interspersed during it). For thls reason, two predictions are shown for each
tGst, one in which the creep strains were ignored and one in which the full

strains were subtracted from the avallable ductility as they accu_ul_ted.
These two methods appear to bound the actual test lives, so it is reasonable

to conclude that only a portion of the creep strains are effective in reducing
the speclmen life. The concept of an effectlve strain for CDA life calculation
is therefore attractive and wi11 be explored as part of the life prediction
model development under other ongoing tasks.
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Figure 7-28 Non-Linear CDA Predictions - Temperature Block Tests
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Figure 7-32 Non-Linear CDA Predictions - Interrupted Tests

A composite of all of the cumulative damage life predictions For the specimens

tested under this task is shown in Figure 7-33. Note that both the linear and

the non-linear predictions are shown For each of the tests, and in general the

non-linear predictions are more accurate than the linear ones. It should a]so

be mentioned that no further optimization of the Fundamental life prediction

constants was required For this task. Therefore, all the predicted lives in

this figure were made using constants developed during the base program,

Further demonstrating the potentlal of the CDA life prediction method. OF

course, Final optimization of all model constants wi]] be accomplished under

Task XIID after the final Form of the mode] has been developed, and it is

expected that even more accurate predictions will be achieved at that time.
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SECTION 8.0

TASK VIII - SCREENING OF POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL AND PROTECTIVE COATING MODELS

8.1 LITERATURE REVIEW OF ENVIRONMENTAL MODELS

A llterature survey has been conducted to identify current models used For the

prediction of environmental (oxidation) effects on the cyclic creep fatigue
life of superalloys. These models were assessed for their sultabiIity to
predict these effects in hot section components of gas turbine engines.

Two recent literature surveys (Refs. 8.1, 8.2) cite many investigations
regarding oxidation and the oxidation effect on fatigue life at elevated
temperature. Metal]ographic and ?rac_ographic examinations have been conducted
on many alloys to identify the micro-mechanisms _nvo]ved. It is clear that

oxidation may shorten the fatigue life considerably both in terms of Fatigue
crack initiation and Fatigue crack propagation. However, a detailed
quantitative relation between oxidation and fatigue life is still lacking

(Ref. B.I). Thls situation exists because the complexity of the oxidat_on
process itse}f, especia]ly _n superalloys, as weI] as _ts synergistic
interaction with the creep and fatigue processes make the development of a
generic predictive method Improbable.

There are models such as Coffin's equation For frequency modified life (Ref.
8.3) that Implicltly include oxidation through general time dependent terms:

k-1 _ -/9=C Nfv
/

where: A¢o = plastlc strain range
N, = cycles to failure

v = frequency
- Manson-Coffln exponent

C,k , constants

Thls equation can be Interpreted to imply that at lower Frequencies, there

will be more time for oxidation which will then result in a reduced Fatigue
life.

Coffin (Ref. 8.4) has shown experimentally for several materlais tested in

hlgh vacuum that the temperature sensitivity of the Fatigue life is slight.
Therefore life prediction models in which temperature is an explicit parameter
might also be construed as implicltly Includlng oxidation effects.

t
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Udoguchi and Nada (Ref.8.5) introduced thermally activated mechanisms to the
Manson-Coffln law:

= C exp - _k ¢p

where: _¢,, N,, C and # have the same meaning as above.
q . activation energy
R . gas constant
T • temperature in degrees absolute

For the steels investigated, the Manson-Coffln exponent scarcely varied with
temperature and was assun_Dd to be constant in the activation energy evaluation.

O_gallaix, et al (ReF. B.6) developed a model that accounts For fatigue damage
by two types of mechanisms, depending on the plast|c straln range; those which
are thermally activated and those which are not.

1 bl b2

Tf" Ai_¢p exp(- .-_r,r)+ kL_w(p

where: _(,, N,, Q, R and T have same meanings as above
A,. b,, _, and bz - material constants.

A considerable amount o? experimental data at various temoeratures was required
to empirically determine the materlal constants For the steel investigated.

There have been very Few attempts to construct a comprehensive model that

expllcltly considers the oxidation/Fatigue interaction processes. The models
that have been developed have assumed that the Fatigue crack initiation llfe
ts related to the o_tde depth and the Fattgue crack growth rate is related to
the oxidation rate. The models therefore require that the oxidation kinetics
be defined. Oxldatton has been assumd to be a diffusion process with a
paral_ltc tin_ relationship. Acceleration of the oxidation rate Is caused by
cycltc deformation and thts has been quantified by expertmM_ntal observation.

Antolovich, et al (Ref. B.7) studied the low cycle fatigue behavior of cast Ni
base superalloy Rene' 80 at elevated temperature and developed a fatigue life
_del that explcltly considers the lnf]uence of oxidation. He Found that
cracks initiated at oxide spikes tn surface connected gra)n boundaries so that
the expression ?or crack initiation 11Fe is based on a correlation between
maximum stress and depth of oxidation.
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[, n))Opt 1__ + t_ Ni = C
V

where: = ,lean stress
K - cyclic stress-strain coefficient

_¢Pn' = cyclic plastic strain range
= cyclic strai n hardenl ng exponent

D = diffusion rate of oxygen = DO exp (-Q/RT)
= geometric constant

v = cycle frequency
th = hold time

Hi = cycles to crack initlation
C = constant

The term In the first bracket represents the maximum tensile stress in the
cycle.

Wright (Ref. 8.8) has modified the Antolovlch model for application to a

single crystal superalloy, Rene' N,, by recognizing differences in the
oxidation time dependency and that life is not simply inversely proportional
to exposure or cycle time.

Fnla X ]m [kl<te)nl + k2 (icy)n2)Ni = C

_

where:

k,, n,
t,

kz, nz

Ni
C

= maximum tensile stress In the cycle
= empirically determined constant

= rate constants for uncycled oxidation
= prior exposure time

= rate constants for cycled exposure
. cycle time
- cycles to crack initiation
- constant

Challenger, et al (ReF. 8.9) developed an environmental Fatigue interaction
model to predict the cycles to crack Initiation for a low alloy steel (2 1/4
Cr - l Mo) sub_ected to elevated temperature fatigue tests wlth hold times in

alr environments. The model is based on the time required For oxide cracking
as a function of the tensile strain in the oxide and the temperature. In

non-general terms, the model is:

Ni - 8.5 x I0"16 exp
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where" Ni = cycles to crack initiation
T = temperature in degrees absolute

A(T - total strain range
tc . total time For one cycle
tT . time for the tensile half cycle

Reuchet and Remy (Ref. 8.10) studied the interaction between fatigue and
ox|datlon for a cast cobalt base superalloy MAR-M 509. They developed a mode]

for low cycle fatigue based on an integrated damage equation that sums the
mechanical crack advance due to the fatigue process and an environmental crack
advance due to the oxidation process at the crack tlp. The generalized matrix

oxidation and preferential oxidation along carbides were both considered
contributory to the oxidation crack advance.

dJ

where:

or

T

af
(da/dN)ox

fc*

Oto
m

(_0
C

km

tl
b

_ 0.51A(- [ 1/cos (=_/2T) -1 l
plastic_ strain range

- maximum cyclic tensile stress
= ultimate tensile stress
- final crack size

= oxidation based crack growth rate

= l-fc* am° 1 + Km t /2+ fc ac exp b tl

- effective fraction of carbides on the crack path

- matrix oxidation constant when there is no stress

- carbide oxidation constant when there is no stress

- constant related to the cyclic strain dependence of the
matrix oxidation

- fatigue cycle period
= constant

_.•-J

e4

°,

4
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Wright (Ref. 8.8) applied this model to crack propagation in the single
crysta_ superaIloy Rene' N4 with unsuccessful results. He speculated that the

crack tip oxidation/fatigue process for Rene' N4 is quite different from the
surface process characterized in the Reuchet-Remy model.

As stated, simplifying assumptions have been made in the development of these
models regarding oxidation kinetics and their Interaction with cyclic plastic
deformation. Many other aspects of the oxidation/fatlgue interaction process

have not even been addressed in the models, for instance, the effect of oxygen
partlaI pressure. Although the application of the models may be quite limited
in thel, present stage of development, specific parameters such as time and

temperature appear consistently and must be considered as candidates For
explicit inclusion in the Cyclic Damage Accumulation Model.

B.2 LITERATURE REVIEW OF COATING MODELS

In the concurrent NASA Anisotropic Materials Program (Ref. 8.ll), the
literature was searched extensively to identify current models used For the

predlctlon of oxidation resistant coating effects on the creep-fatigue life of
superalIoys. No ]ire prediction approaches were found that explicitly mode]
the role of the coating on cracking of the coating-base alloy system although

coated specimen data have been used by some investigators. With the
development of methodology to account for the important effects of the
coating, a number of existing life prediction models have the potential to
characterize the coating-base alloy crack initiation behavior.

8.3 SPECIMEN EVALUATION

A methodology for metaIlurglcal review of environmentally influenced and
coated specimens is now being developed. Previously, in the baseline program,
primary cracks in LCF samples were analyzed by examining the Fracture surface

of the specimen after separation, as shown in Figure B-l. This procedure is
adequate For determining the Initiation site as well as the crack propagation
mode but not for determining the role of oxidation in the crack _nitiation
process, which Is of vita] Importance in the study of environmental effects.

In order to better quantify the effects of the environment on the initiation
stage of the fatigue process, the ?oI]owlng method Is suggested:

I . Test the required samples in the desired environments using the same
R-ratios, test temperature, frequency and waveshape, to the same
number of cycles (e.g., 30% of life of basic specimen life tested in
alr).

2. Examine the surface of each specimen to confirm the existence of a

primary crack and determine Its origin.

3. Section the specimens longitudinally through the primary crack origin.

4. Mount and polish these sections to provide a view of the crack such as

thal shown In Figure B-2.

4
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As can be seen, the buildup of oxide along the crack is easily observed by
this method. The crack length and depth of penetration of oxide produced by
the different environments can be more accurately assessed than by examination
of the fracture surface. Also, the crack growth mode can be easily determined.
The primary crack should be examined as it is ultimately responsible for
specimen failure. In previous tests, the number and length of secondary cracks
have not been found to correlate with specimen life. Examination of these
cracks would not provide information relevant to the primary crack growth
process. By testing the specimens to the same number of cycles and maintaining
the same test conditions except For environment, the relative influence of
environment on the fatigue crack growth process can be more readily assessed.

A trial specimen was run to check the procedures that will be used to quantify
the environmental effects on the initiation stage of the Fatigue process.
Specimen 131B was fatigue tested at 982°C (1BOO°F) with a total strain range
0.5_ (R=-I), | CPM for 350 cycles. (Approximately 30% of separation life). A
primary surface crack about 0.9 mm (35 mils) in length was observed as shown
in Figure 8-3A. LongitIJdtnal section through crack origin was made as
Indicated by the dashed line in Figure B-3A. The crack was shown to penetrate
about 0.25 mm (iO mils) in depth as shown in Figure B-3B. The crack initiated
and propagated transgranularly and then proceeded intergranularly. The crack

Followed a path of ' depleted zone. The surface length and penetration depth
of crack can be used to assess the environmental effects on the initiation

stage of the Fatigue crack.

A review of specimen test results From 0reviously completed tasks revealed
that the tests, most of which were conducted at temperatures ranging From 538
to 871°C (1000 to 1600°F), resulted in minimal oxidation effects. The observed

crack initiation sites were near surface origins associated with either grain
boundary carbides or microporosity. Transgranular cracking was observed at

most of the initiation sites while oxidation enhanced Fatigue tends to result
mainly in Intergranular cracking. For cast 81900 above 871°C (1600°F), Anton
and Farrow (Ref. 8.12) found fatigue crack initiation was enhanced by local

oxidation of surface connected carbides with fatigue crack propagation being
predominantly intergranular. However, the g82°C (I800°F) baseline specimen
tests show little Frequency dependence (see Figure 8-4) whereas a stronger

frequency dependence has been associated with oxidation enhanced crack
Initiation,

8.4 CANDIDATE MODEL SELECTION

Early test results From Task IX along with relevant test data From previously
completed tasks will be used to screen the possible environmental models and

select the most appropriate models for Further development, evaluatlon and
verification in subsequent tasks.

ms-

Screening of the possible models which will account for the effects of
protective coatings Is being accomolished in the AnlsotropIc Materials

Program. Coated TMF tests conducted early in Task V will be used to select the
most appropriate models for Further development, evaluation and verification
in subsequent tests.
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Fracture Surface of Separated LCF Sample
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Figure 8-2
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View of crack, after _ectioning ]ong_tudinally through primary

crack origin. Areas of oxide buildup ave indicated by arrows.
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(A) 0.89mm
CRACK LENGTH

25X

(B) O. 2 5mm

CRACK DEPTH

_60X

Figure 8-3
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Specimen 131B after being LCF tested at 982°C (1800°F), _E=

0.25%, l cpm for 350 cycles. (_) A surface crack about 0.89 mm

(35 m11s) long (repllca measurement =0.97 mm (38 mils). (B)

Section longitudinally through crack origin showing crack which

penetrated about 0.25 mm (10 mils) in depth. Crack _nltlated and

propagated transgranularly and then proceeded intergranularly.
Crack followed a path of _' depleted zone.
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SECTION 9.0

TASK IX - ENVIRONMENTAL ATTACK MODEL

9.1 TEST MATRIX FOR ENVIRONMENTAL EXPERIMENTS

The environmental creep-fatlgue test program, which consists of 27 tests
utilizing BlgOO+Hf solid smooth baseline fatigue specimens, is presented in
Table 9-l. Isothermal, fully reversed, strain controlled tests wlll be

conducted in inert argon, in oxygen at partial pressures typical of that
encountered in the engine hot section and in laboratory air. The crack
initiation results will be used to develop, evaluate and verify a model for

prediction of environmental (oxidation) effects on the creep-fatigue life.

Tests results from previous tasks were reviewed to determine test conditions

that would activate the various damage processes including oxidation. TI_e
program incorporates two temperature levels (982_C (1800°F); 871°C (1600°F))
and two strain rates (1.67 x 10-3 sec-'; 1.67 x I0-4 sec-'). Testing

wI]_ be done in two stages. Screening Tests will be run to determine the
alternate environment (inert argon or pressurized oxygen) with the greatest
effect. This alternate environment then will be used in conjunction with

laboratory air by varying the length and order of exposure to demonstrate the
effects of the environment at different stages in the development of a fatigue
crack.

9.2 ENVIRONMENTAL TEST CHAMBER DESIGN

A stalnless steel, low pressure test chamber shown in Figure 9-1 has been
designed to accommodate the planned environmental tests described above. The
chamber wi110e capable of withstanding a maximum pressure at least 2X greater
than the working pressure of S atmospheres. The materials required for

construction of the chamber are being assembled.
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APPENDIX I

VERIFICATION TEST RESULTS (BASE PROGRAM)

Table I-I - Hold Time Tests with R=O

Specimen Identification

Type of Specimen

Test Conditions:

86 80 IOA 128A 79C

WERL 75 NERL 7S MERL 75 MERL 75 MERL 75

Temperature (°F) 1600.
Strain Range 0.00507g
Strain R-Ratio (min/mex) 0.011
Strain Rate (I/sec) 1.54E-04
Frequency (cyclmin) 0.909
Tension Hold (sec) 59.954
Compression Hold (sec) 0.0

Stress-Strain Response:

Stress Range, Init Ipsi)
Stress Range, Nf/2 _psi_
Wean Stress, Init _psi)
Nean Stress, Nf/2 {psi)
Inel Stn Rng, Init
Inel Stn Rng, Nf/2
Hold Sts Rlx, Init (psi)
HOld Sts RIx, Nf/2 tpsi)

Life Results:

Initiation (cycles)
5% Load Drop (cycles)
10% Load Orop (cycles)
50% Load Orop (cycles)

1600. 1600. 1600. 1000.
0.005099 0.005064 0.005154 0.005081

-0.005 0.002 -0.031 -0.000
1.55E-04 1.53E-04 1.56E-04 1.54E-04

0.909 0.909 O.909 0.909
59. 953 5g. 948 5g. 999 O. 0
O.O 0.0 0.0 60.000

102944.0 108158.0 105538.0 109317.0 118978.0
99358.0 104395.0 99800.0 101281.0 120193.0
18631.0 16736.0 17662.5 19648.5 34115.0
-g677.6 -11502.0 -12505.1 -11031.4 38358.4

0.000646 0.000692 0.000739 0.000597 0.000098
0.000522 0.000583 0.000566 0.000780 0.000115
-3263.0 -5122.0 -3975.0 -6530.0 +43.0
-4684.0 -5833.0 -486/.0 -8331.0 +143.0

210. 188. 280. 220. 4300.
1278. 1300. 3300. 1179. 6025.
1686. 1572. 3514. 1343. 6197.
2100. 1880. 4050. 1570. 6400.

_o. ,,J
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Table 1-2 - High Strain Range Tests

Specimen Identification I08C

Typ(e of Specimen NERL 75

Test Conditions:

101A

MERL 75

Temperature (aF) 1600. 1600.
Strain Range 0.008194 0._1_
Strain R-Ratio (minimax) -0.974 -536.174
Strain Rate (1/sac) 2.70E-05 2.70E-03
Frequency (cyclmin) 0.099 9.999
Tension Hold Isec) 600.000 0.0
Comression Hold &sec) 0.0 0.0

Stress-Strain Response:

Stress Range, lnit Ipsi_
Stress Range, Nf/2 _psi_
Mean Stress, Init _psi_
Mean Stress. Nf/? (psi)
Inel Sen Rng, Init
Inel Sen Rng, Nf/2
Hold Sts Rlx, Init (phi)
Hold $ts Rlx, Nf/2 ")tpsi

146081.0 146227.0
158153.0 146001.0
-10445.7 -32032.0
-23074.7 -12021.0
0.004306 0.001117
0.004758 0.001075

-7381.0 0.0
-8718.0 0.0

Life Results:

Initiation (cycles) 24. 178.
5% Le_d Or® (cycles) 140. 776.

10% L_ad Orop (cycles) 155. 884.
50% Load Orop (cycles) 182. 960.

Table I-3 - R-Ratio Effects at Low Strain Rate and High Temperature

Specimen Identification 12B

Type of Specimen NERL 7_

Test Conditions:

47C 1286 1318

MERL 75 NERL 75 MERL 75

Temperature ('F) 1800. 1800. 1800. 1800.
0.005106 0.005113 0.005142 0.005028Strain Range

Strain R-Ratlo (min/max) -0.013 -0.001 -38,412 -1.040
Strain Rate (I/sac) 1.701-04 1.70E-04 1.71E-04 I._E-04
Frequency (cyc/mln) 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Tension Hold (sec) 0.0 O.O 0.0 0.0
Compression Mold (sac) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Stress-Strain Response:

Stress Range, Init ipsil 70924.5 71016.7 70157.7 72151.0
Stress Range, Nf/? _psi) 69633.9 67180.4 69230.6 71597.6
Nean Stress, lnit _ps!) 8307.3 9265.7 -6977.6 707.0
wean Stress. Nf/2 (ptl) 130.4 -85.4 1331.6 276.7
[nel Sen Rng, Init 0.001501 0.001428 0.001512 0.001394
[nel Stn Rng, Nf/2 0.001422 0.001505 0.0U1679 0.001394

Life ReSults:

Initiation (cycles) 126. 104. 140. 290.
5% Load drop (cycles) 843. 695. 412. >350.

10% Load Or_ (cycle)) 868. 717. 551. >350.
50% Load Ot_p (cycle_) 900. 740. 635. >350.
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Table I-4 - Load Controlled Tests

Specimen Identification IIA

Type of Specimen WERL 75

Test Conditions:

Temperature (eF) 1600.
Strain Range 0.003630
Strain R-Ratio (min/mex) 0.001
Strain Rate (I/sec) 1.21E-03
Frequency (cyc/min) 10.002
Tension Hold (sec) 0.0
Compression Hold (sec) 0.0

Stress-Strain Response:

Stress Range, Init (psi1
Stress Range, NfI2 _psi_
Mean Stress, Init _psi_
Mean Stress, Nf/2 _psi)
Inel Stn Rng, [nit
Inel Sin Rng, Nf/2

Life Results:

Initiation (cycles)
5% Load Drop (cycles)
10% Load Orop (cycles)
50% Load Drop (cycles)

47A 131C 1310 1210

WERL 75 WERL 75 MERL 75 MERL 75

1600. 1600. 1600. 1600.
0.003380 0.004742 0.004622 0.005197

0.001. 0.592 0.776 -999.000
1.13E-03 1.58E-03 1.54£-03 1.73E-03

9.994 10.003 10.002 10.000
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 O.i) 0.0 0.0

73613.0 74613.0 99485.1 100494.0 96621.6
73613.0 74613.0 99485.1 100494.0 100274.0
36841.0 37342.0 49742.6 -50246.0 -49232.6
36841.0 37342.0 49742.6 -50246.0 -50276.0

0.000227 0.000263 0.000673 0.000623 0.000309
0.000181 0.000167 0.000283 0.000453 0.000287

5410. 5523. 423. 4000. >400.
6365. 7890. 950. 4000. >400.
6365. 7890. 950. 4000. >400.
6365. 7890. 950. 4000. >400.

Table I-5 - Unpolished (As-Machined) Tests

_J

r

Specimen Identification 9A

Type of Specimen MERL 75

Test Conditions:

9C

MERL 75

Temperature (QF) 1500. 1600.
Strain Range 0.005015 0.004012
Strain R-Ratio (min/max) 0.007 -0.959
Strain Rate (I/sec) 1.67E-03 1.34E-03
Frequency (cyc/min) 10.003 10.001
Tension Hold (sec) 0.0 0.0
Coml_ression ttold (sec) 0.0 0.0

Stress-Strain Response:

Stress Range, Init Ipsil
Stress Range, Nf/2 _psi_
Mean Stress, Init _psi_
Mean Stress, Nf/2 (psi)
Inel Stn Rng. Init
[nel Sin Rng, Nf/?

Life Results:

98843.0 86104.5
101959.0 87167.1

36139.2 1551.1
22532.5 11561.6

0.000422 0.000204
0.000204 0.000153

2278. 3374.
5060. 10.307.
5086. 10424.
5120. 10544

Initiation Icycles)
55 Load Drop _cycles)

10% Load Drop _cycles)
50% Load OroQ &cycles)

14i
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APPENDIX I!

THERMOMECHANICAL TEST RESULTS

Table II-1 - Baseline In-Phase and Out-of-Phase Tests

:1

/
°

Specimen Identification 1288 420 102C 122A

Type of Specimen NERL 73N WERL 44C WERL 44C I_ERL 7314

Test Conditions:

1050

WEAL 44C

Strain-Temp Phase IN IN IN OUT OUT OUT
Tem}eratore Range (QF) 1000-1600 I000-1600 I000-1600 I000-1600 I000-1600 I000-1600
Strain Range 0.003917 0.004888 0.004545 0.004060 0.004782 0.004800
Strain R-Ratio (_in/max) -1.027 -o.g4s -0.995 -0.991 -0.947 -0.982
Strain Rate (l/sec) 1.31E-04 1.63E-04 1.51E-04 1.35E-04 1.59E-04 1.60E-04
Frequency (cycjmin) 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Tension Hold (sec) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Compression Hold (sec) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Stress-Strain Response:

93093.2 124133.0 113304.0 99488.1 120647.0 116170.0
98524.3 124970.0 117467.0 100640.0 116906.0 111859.0
-6926.0 -12228.0 -6507.0 8227.5 1601.0 8951.0

-12118.6 -18785.0 -4970.4 27923.7 4013.2 23838.0
0.000035 0.000098 0.000064 0.000096 0.000107 0.000074
0.000109 0.000118 0.000082 0.000127 0.000104 0.000109

Stress Range. Init (ps)!
Stress Range, Nf/2 _psl_
Nean Stress, [nit _psi_
14ean Stress. Nf/2 {psi)
Ine] Stn Rng. [nit
Inel Stn Rng, Nf/2

Life Results:

Initiation (cycles) 5127. 370. 1472. 2116. 1000. 993.
5% Load Orop (cycles) 7980. 1706. 4709. 2990. 1548. 1918.

10% Load Drop (cycles) 8041. 1907. 4786. 3005. ]601. 1983.
50% Load Orop (cycles) 8138. 2041. 4905. 3023. 1817. 2256.
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Table II-2 - Variable R-Ratio Tests

Specimen Identification 42D I04A

Type of Specimen MERL 44C MERL 44C

Test Conditions:

126A 42C 46C I07C 460

MERL 73M MERL 44C MERL 44C MERL 44C MERL 44C

Strain-Temp Phase IN IN OUT OUT OUT OUT OUT
Temperature Range (°F) I000-1600 1000-1600 1000-1600 1000-1600 1000-1600 I000-1600 1000-1600
Strain Range 0.004800 0.004888 0.003990 0.004884 0.004837 0.003859 0.004910

0.0 0.0 -0.021 -0.000 -0.017 -81.173 -53.648Strain R-Ratio (min/max)
Strain Rate (I/sec) 1.60E-04 1.56E-04 1.33E-04 1.62E-04 1.61E-04 1.29E-04 1.64E-04
Frequency (cyc/min) 1.000 I.O00 l.OOO 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Tension Hold (sec) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Compression Hold (sec) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Stress-Strain Response:

Stress Range, Init Ipsi) 112707.0 108316.0 99378.2 121536.0 123706.0 92283.6 114196.0
Stress Range, Nf/2 ypsi) 114314.0 120607.0 96627.6 127105.0 119899.0 93537.4 110891.0
Wean Stress, Init _psi_ 12190.! 18817.1 40896.4 36829.1 35547.4 -20381.I -19960.4
Mean Stress, Nf/2 _psi) -6278.1 5067.0 42903.6 33952.2 32280.8 1043.4 1402./
Inel Stn Rng, Init 0.000250 0.000089 0.000058 0.000211 0.000063 0.000111 0.000193
Inel Stn Rng, Nf/2 0.000102 0.000145 0.000122 0.0Q0114 0.000090 0.000063 0.000080

Life Results:

Initiation (cycles) I150. 719. 2017. 470. 730. 4162. 1720.
5% Load Drop (cycles) 2/20. 1305. 2630. 808. 1250. 7287. 2087.

10% Load Drop (cycles) 2830. 1320. 2655. 841. 1312. 7529. 2239.
50% Load Drop (cycles) 2951. 1332. 2689. 932. 1456. 8004. 2769.

,dr

k

!

,@

Table II-3 - Dogleg Cycle Tests

Specimen Identification 4ZA I018

Type of Specimen MERL 44C NERL 44C

Test Conditions:

45D IOBA 46A I05C

MERL 44C MERL 44C MERL 44C MERL 44C

Dogleg Cycle Type LT LT LC HT HC HC
Temperature Range (°F) 1000-1600 1000-1600 1000-1600 1000-1600 I000-1600 1000-1600
Strain Range 0.004698 0.004487 0.004738 0.004818 0.004738 0.004716
Strain R-Ratio (min/max) -0.849 -0.860 -1.038 -1.003 -1.023 -1.027
Strain Rate (I/sec) 1.57E-04 1.50E-04 1.58E-04 1.61E-04 1.58E-04 1.57E-04
Frequency (cyc/min) 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Tension Hold (sec) 54.000 54.000 0.0 54.000 0.0 0.0
Compression Hold (sec) 0.0 0.0 54.000 0.0 54.000 54.000

Stress-Strain Response:

Stress Range, Init Ipsil 123535.0 115887.0 126336.0 112619.0 110233.0 I02716.0
Stress Range, NF/2 _psi) 124255.0 122605.0 124321.0 105434.0 109305.0 I066/9.0
Mean Stress, Init _psi) -I0112.2 1680.6 -I015.2 1918.6 -4665.1 -3716./
Mean Stress, Nf/2 (psi) -23988.3 -11109.3 110/4.4 8368.3 2315.0 -1386.9
Inel Sin Rng, [nit 0.000065 0.000068 0.000063 0.000145 0.000209 0.000168
IneI Stn Rng, NF/2 0.000085 0.000093 0.000046 0.000261 0.000324 0.000197

Life Results:

Initiation (cycles) 300. ll!O. 1300. 761. 800. 1832.
5% Load Drop (cycles) If2?. 2048. 1181. 2648. lgll. 2755.

10% Load Drop (cycles) 3128. 2263. 1910. 2879. 2225. 2816.
50% Load Drop (cycles) 3292. 2522. 2096. 31/I. 2415. 3003. 143
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Table II-5 - Variable Temperature Range Tests

Specimen Identification lO3B 45C 1066

Type of Specimen NERL 44C NERL 44C MERL 44£

Test Conditions:

Strain-Tmp Phase IN OUT OUT
Temperature Range (°F) I000-1700 800-1700 I000-1800
Strain Range 0.003889 0.004831 0.004862 _
Strain R-Rat,o (min/mex) -I.042 -I.016 -I.017
Strain Rate (I/sac) 1.30E-04 1.61E-04 1.62E-04
Frequency (cyc/min) 1.000 1.000 1.000
Tension Hold (sec) 0.0 0.0 0.0
Compression Hold (sac) 0.0 0.0 0.0

Stress-Strain Response:

Stress Range. Init Ipsi) 84359.4 a 112360.0 107521.0
Stress Range. Nf/2 _psi_ 90576.2 112160.0 108308.0
Mean Stress, [nit _psi_ -18819.7 11182.5 18218.7
Mean Stress, Nf/2 (psi) -16129.7 23868.8 25247.3
Inel Stn Rng, Init 0.0001_ 0.000134 0.000183
[nel Stn Rng, Nf/2 0.000075 0.000064 0.000231

Life Results:

Initiation (cycles) 3311. 780. 629.
5% Load Drop (cycles) 20030. 1269. 615.

10% Load Drop (cycles) 20780. 1333. 721.
50% Load Drop (cycles) 21131. 1412. 796.

Notes: I. Specimen was run first at about 0.0025 strain range for 2800 cycles.

2. Extensometer interference caused low stress range for first 2682 cycles.

145
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APPENDIX Ill

CUMULATIVE DAMAGE TEST RESULTS

Table III-1 - Strain Ratio Block Tests: R--1 Followed by R-O

Specimen Identification 7A 130 8A 1060

Type of Specimen MERL 75 NERL 75 MERL 75 NERL 75

Block 1 Conditions:

Length of 8lock (cycles) 50.

1068

MERL 75

50. 600. 600. 600.

Temperature ('F) 1600. 1600. 1600. 1600.
Strain Range 0.005038 0.005037 0.005034 0.005184
Strain R-Ratio (min/max) -I.000 -1.000 -l.CO0 -1.000
Strain Rate (I/sec) 1.68E-03 I._E-03 I._E-03 1.73E-03
Frequency (cyc/min) 9.995 10.005 9.ggg 10.002
Tension Hold (sec) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Compression HOld (sec) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Block 2 Conditions:

2515.Length of 8lock (cycles) 3800. 4080. 2100.

Temperature ('F) 1600. 1600. 1600. 1600.
Strain Range 0.005038 0.005037 0.005034 0.005184
Strain R-Ratio (min/max) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Strain Rate (I/sac) 1.68E-03 1.68E-03 1.68E-03 1.73E-03
Frequency (cyc/min) 9.995 I0.005 9.999 10.002
Tension Hold (sac) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Compression Hold (sec) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Stress-Strain Response:

1600.
0.005118

-1.000
1.71E-03

I0.000
0.0
0.0

1930.

146

1600.
0.005118

0.0
1.71E-03

I0.000
0.0
0.0

Stress Range, Init {psiI 99814.2 102746.0 105034.0 109426.0 104377.0
Stress Range, 8L 1 _psi) 101000.0 103200,0 104500.0 107100.0 104300.0
Stress Range, 8L 2 _psi_ 91430.0 102540.0 99500.0 104044.0 101020.0
Mean Stress, lnit _psi) 1350.5 2559.2 2927.4 3678.1 1726.0
Mean Stress, 8L 1 _psi I -200.0 1600.0 -250.0 950.0 850.0
Mean Stress, 8L 2 (psi) 22700.0 21776.0 20750.0 18943.0 19350.0
lnel Stn Rng, Init 0.000153 0.000207 0.000201 0.000218 0.000277
Inel Stn Rng, 8L 1 0.000128 0.000174 0.000170 0.000180 0.000233
Inel $tn Rng, 8L 2 0.000191 0.000212 0.000226 0.000301 0.000286

Life Results:

Initiation (cycles) 1588. 1704. 1114. 1285.
5% Load Drop (cycles) 3612. :)800. 2095. 3087.

10"4 Load Drop (cycles) 3692. 4000. 2527. 3095.
50% Load Drop (cycles) 3850. 4130. 2700. 31!5.

1044.
2449.
2475.
2530.
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Table Ill-2 - Strain Ratio 81ock Tests: One Cycle R-O Followecl by R=-I (_'0.Z7%)

Specimen Identification 8B 10C 12C 478

Type of Specimen MERL 15 MERL 15 MERL 15 MERL 75

Block 1 Conditions:

Length of 8lock (cycles) 1. I, 1, 1.

Temperature (OF) 1600. 1600. 1600. 1600.
Strain Range 0.005126 0.005031 0.005047 0.005079
Strain R-Ratio (min/max) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Strain Rate (I/sec) 1.78E-03 1.82E-03 1.82E-03 1.9_E-03
Fr._quency (cyc/mln) 9.999 10,001 10,002 10,000
Tension Hold (sec) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Compression Hold (sec) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

81ock 2 Conditions:

Length of Block (cycles) 4299. 5049. 3359. 3244.

Temperature (_F) 1600, 1600. 1600. 1600.
Strain Range 0.005341 0.005471 0.0054/3 0.005823
Strain R-Ratio (min/max) -I.000 -1.000 -I.000 -I.000
Strain Rate (I/sec) 1.78E-03 1,82E-03 1.82E-03 1,94E-03
Frequency (cyc/min) 9.999 10.001 I0.001 I0.000
Tension HOld _sec) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
C_ression Hold (sec) 0.0 0,0 0,0 0.0

Stress-Strain Response:

Stress Range, Init Ipsi/ 89420.0 88400.0 91940.0 86280.0
Stress Range, 8L I _psi_ 107671.0 108853,0 I08206,0 109531,0
Stress Range, 8L 2 _psi_ I07114.0 108521.0 I0781/.0 10/685.0
Mean Stress, Init _psi_ 44710.0 44200.0 45970.0 43140.0
Mean Stress, 8L ! _psi_ 435.9 764.4 -608.6 -186,2
Mean Stress, 8L 2 _psi) 3069.3 310.6 963.8 1595.0
Inel Stn Rng, Cycl 0.000/10 0.000600 0.000530 0.000540
Inel Sin Rng, Init 0.000259 0.000242 0,000234 0,000280
Inel Stn Rng. Nf/2 0.000269 0.000271 0.000227 0.000279

Life Results:

Initiation (cycles) I140, 1338, 890. 860,
5% Load Drop (c_cles) 4019. 4639. 2930. 3110.

10_ Load Drop (cycles) 4098. 4821. 3043. 3159.
50% Load Drop (cycles) 4300. 5050, 3360, 3245,
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Table III-3 - Strain Ratio Block Tests: R-O Followed by _--I

Specimen Identification

Type of Specimen

Block 1 Conditions:

100 11C 110 13C I05B IO/A

MERL 75 NERL 75 MERL 75 MERL 75 MERL 75 MERL 75

Length of Block (cycles) 600.

Temperature ('F) 1600.
Strain Range 0.005086
Strain R-Ratio (min/max) 0.0
Strain Rate (I/sac) 1.69E-03
Frequency (cyc/min) 9.993
Tension Hold (sec) 0.0
Coml_ression Hold (sec) 0.0

Block 2 Conditions:

Length of Block (cycles) 7200.

Temperature (°F) 1600.
Strain Range 0.005086
Strain R-Ratio (Bin/max) -1.000
Strain Rate (1/sec) 1.69E-03
Frequency (cyc/min) 9.993
Tension Hold (sac) 0.0
Co_ression Hold (sac) 0.0

Stress-Strain Response:

Stress Range, Init Ipsi
Stress Range. BL l _psi
Stress Range, BL 2 (psi

Mean Stress, Init Ipsi
Mean Stress, BL I _psi
Mean Stress. BL 2 (psi
Inel Stn Rng, Init
Ine] Stn Rng, 8L l
Ine3 Sin Rng, BL 2

Life Results:

Initiation (cycles)
5% Load Drop (cycles)

10% Load Drop (cycles)
50% Load Drop (cycles)

600. 600. 600. 1200. 1200.

1600. 1600. 1600. 1600. 1600.
0.004972 0.005045 0.005045 0.005138 0.005158

O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.68E-03 1.68E-03 1.68E-03 1.71E-03 1.72E-03

9.979 10.001 9.999 10.003 10.000
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O 0.0

13350. 5991. 5350. 2925. 4484.

1600. 1600. 1600. 1600. 1600.
0.004972 0.005045 0.005045 0.005138 0.005158

-1.000 -I .000 -1.000 -I .000 -1.000
1.65E-03 1.68E-03 1.bSE-03 1.71E-03 1.72E-03

9.979 10.001 9.999 10.003 10.000
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

99752.9 95686.8 96133.1 103643.0 107026.0 99948.4
100006.0 97568.4 97500.0 I04094.0 111000.0 I01000.0
102500.0 97000.0 99000.0 106000.0 111986.0 101496.0

35147.5 35058.7 37146.2 35109.3 35853.0 33320.9
26000.0 26250.0 31100.0 25000.0 21500.0 25500.0

/50.0 -6500.0 -4500.0 -4000.0 -3779.0 -5859.0
0.000435 0.000341 0.000404 0.000457 0.000571 0.000364
0.000262 0.000192 0.000212 0.000210 0.000338 0.000277
0.000266 0.000187 0.000202 0.000289 0.000337 0.000288

3393. 6068. 2867. 2588. 908. 1250.
6265. 12764. 4645. 5840. 3649. 5150.
7039. 12839. 5100. 5887. 3833. 5344.
7800. 13950. 6591. 5950. 4125. 5684.

ab
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L

Specimen Identification 13A

Type of Specimen MERL 75

Block 1Conclttions:

Length of Block (cycles' 300.

Temperature ('F) )500,
Strain Range 0.005022
Strain R-Ratio (minimax) -0.979
Strain Rate (1/sec) 1.528.04
Frequency (cyc/min) 0.909
Tension Hold (sec) _.G'O0
Campression Hold (sec) 0.0

Block 2 Co_itions:

Length of Block (cycles) 1138.

Temperature ('F) 1600.
Strain Range 0.005022
Strain R-Ratio (min/max) -0.979
Strain Rate (I/sec) 1.52E-04
Frequency (cyc/min) 0.900
Tension Hold (sec) 0.0
Compression Hold (sec) 60.000

Stress-Strain Response:

Table III-5 - Hold Time 61ock Tests

I02B IO3A I046 1030 132A

NERL 75 MEEL 75 MERL 75 MERL 75 NERL 75

1200. 400. 1232. 1300. 1200.

1600. 1600. 1600. 1600. 1600.
0.004790 0.004980 0.004900 0.004950 0.005078

-1.000 -I.000 -l.OOO -I.000 -I.001
1.678-02 1.678°02 3.888-03 1.53E-03 1.54E-04

10.000 I0.000 10.000 10.007 0.909
60.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
K.O 60.000 0.0 0.0 0.0

34)00. 2519, 1098. 7800. 2200,

1800. 1600. 1600. 1600. 1600.
0.004790 0.004980 0.004870 0.004900 0.005078

-I.000 -I.000 -I.000 -l.OOO -I.001
1.608-03 1.66E-03 1.48E-04 1.488-04 1.548-04

10.000 10.000 0.900 0.909 0.909
0.0 0.0 0.0 60.000 60.000
0.0 0.0 60.000 0.0 0.0

Stress Rang_, Init Ipsi_ 105319.0 106953.0 103133.0 99854.5 99926.4 105509.0
Stress Range, 8L 1 _psi_ 103200.0 100445,0 99738.0 98400.0 99900.0 104800.0
Stress Range, 8L 2 _psi_ 99000.0 100/28.0 100445.0 9/000.0 91000.0 102852.0
Mean Stress, Init _psi_ -975.1 5376.0 637.0 1386.4 2908.5 2_29.2
Mean Stress, BL I _psi_ -8400.0 -6932,0 12096.0 3100.0 2650.0 5400.0
Mean Stress, 8L 2 {p_i) 12500.0 3871.0 4668.5 13000.0 -15500.0 -7954.0
Inel Sin Rng, Init 0.000378 0.000420 0.000390 0.000161 0.000221 0.000240
Inel Stn Rng, 8L I 0,000426 0,00041C 0.000400 0,000160 0,000194 0.000152
Inel Stn Rng. 8L 2 0.000719 0.000222 0.000205 0.000295 0.000630 0.000515

Hold Sts Rlx, Init Ipsi) -3780.0 -3112.0 +3098.0 0.0 O.O O,O
Hold Sts Rlx, BL I _psi_ -3570.0 -2829.0 +3310,0 0.0 0,0 0.0
Hold Sts Rlx, 8L 2 (psi) +6510.0 0.0 0.0 +1960.0 -6126.0 -6932.0

Life Results:

Initiation (cycles) 446.
5% Load Drop (cycles) 948.

10% Load Drop (cycles) 1241.
50% Load Drop (cycles) 1438.

1092. 234. 1561. 2093. 1666.
3950. 2650. 2298. 4357. 2819.
4100. 2800. 2318. 6795. 3210.
4200. 2919. 2330. 9100. 3400.
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Table Ill-1 - InterrupteO Tests: Interspersed Exposure Time

!

_e

Specimen Identification

Type of Specimen

Block 1 Conditions:

I078 1070 129A 1088 129C 1328

NERL 75 MERL 75 NERL 75 NERL 75 NERL 75 MERL 75

Length of Block (cycles) 200. 200.

Temperature (°F) 1600. 1600.
Strain Range 0.005462 0.005175

'::Oo'O'°'
81_k 2 Conditions:

200. 200. 200. 200.

1600. 1600. 1600. 1600.
O. 005056 O. 005220 O. 005082 O. 005070

0.0 0.004 0.0 0.0
1.69E-03 1.74E-03 1.69E-03 1.69E-03

10. 000 10. 000 9. 996 9. 996
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Lengtl_ of Hold (sec) 3600. 3600. 3600. 3600. 3600.

Tem_ratUHorel¢lStress (_;_I 16000"-0 62000.10600" 62000,10600" 62000-tObO0" 62000"10600"

Strain ACCululated ? No No NO Yes Yes

Stress-Strain Response:

iM;_reeeB!it!isngrng__4l.z!a14(nail StreSSsOtress, iii_BLILni_ lili I 101048"90 0262"/1842.363q37"07.00"0

1800.

1600.
62000.0

Yes

I01023.0 I00728.0 I01750.0 101294.0 106531.0
98531.0 100162.0 100529.0 99596.6 104679.0
62000.0 52000.0 62000.0 62000.0 62000.0
33028.1 34256.3 28125.0 25041.0 22218.0
-19097.0 -6507.0 39167. I 12944.1 35249.0
31000.0 31000.0 31000.0 31000.0 31000.0

O. 000515 0. 000400 O. 000469 O. 000400 O. 000420
0.000349 0.000200 0.000354 0.000230 0.000210
0.032570 0.023050 0.013720 0.015210 0.011780

Life Results:

Initiatio5nl05|loaL(_°Lad°adOroOPrO_rO0 l!iilliil 14331.3/64"0001,2_"

798. 576. 627. 45 I. 480,
II00. 1200. I026, 783, 850,
1400. 1200. 1057. 855. 882.
1400. 1200. I100. 940. I000.
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Table III-8 - Interrupted Tests: Creep First Before Fatigue

Specimen Identification

Type of Specimen

138 102D 1306 1300 131A

NERL 75 MERL 75 NERL 75 MERL 75 MERL 75

Creep Conditions:

Creep Time (sec) 450. 450.

Temperature (°F) 1600. 1600.
Hold Stress (psi) 75000.0 75000.0

Fatigue Conditions:

Length of Block (cycles) 2515. 4950.

Temperature e-F) 1600. 1600.
Strain Range 0.005101 0.004871
Strain R-Ratio (min/max) 0.328 0.335
Strain Rate (I/sec) 1.70E-03 1.62E-03
Frequency (cyc/min) 10.004 9.999
Tension Hold (sec) 0.0 0.0
CoaN_ression Hold (sec) 0.0 0.0

Stress-Strain Response:

Stress Range, Init (psi) I02226.0 101524.0
Stress Ra_e, Nf/2 _psi_ 104867.0 102916.0
Mean Stress, Init _psi_ 38142.0 34292.3
Mean Stress, Nf/2 (Psi) 22237.5 24753.6
Inel Stn Rng, Init 0.000376 0.000333
Inel Stn Rng, Nf/2 0.000236 0.000207
Total Creep Strain 0.002910 0.003230

Life Results:

Initiation (cycles) 1069. 2104.
5% Load Drop (cycles) 2466. 4489.
I0% Load Drop (cycles) 2488. 4558.
5o% Load Drop (cycles) 2515. 4950.

36000. 18420.

1600. 1600.
62000.0 62000.0

25200.

1600.
62000.0

735. O. 9.

1600. O.
0.005045 0.0

0.0 0.0
1.68E-03 0.0

I0.000 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0

93655.0 0.0
99738.0 0.0
39754.0 0.0
26385.0 0.0

0.000300 0.0
0.000275 0.0
0.014700 0.012700

1600.
0.005050

0.0
1.68E-03

10.000
0.0
0.0

95564.7
89269.2
34342.0
21998.5

0.000500
0.000550
0.011900

327. O. O.
210. O. I.
390. O. 1.
735. O. 9.

B@
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